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Abstract 

This thesis examines the design of geographically centralized high performance packet switched 
networks called routing networks. Each of these networks is intended to be used to interconnect the 
modules of a highly parallel computer system. The design of such networks is considered in present 
(1984) technology where only a small number of network nodes can be placed on a single chip and in 
VLSI technology where a large number of nodes can be placed on a chip. 

In both technologies, the design of routing networks for unifonn patterns of communication is 
considered. In each technology, it is shown that the characteristics of these patterns imply a minimum 
cost for networks capable of supporting them. Jn present technology, the performance of a particular 
network that is well suited for uniform communication, the indirect n-cubc routing network, is studied. 
The strongest constraint on the performance of the indirect n-cubc network that is found '>till allows the 
the throughput of the network for unifonn patterns of communication to grow linearly with the size of 
the network. In VLSI, the use of networks such as the crossbar and the indirect n-cube to support 
unifom1 patterns of communication is considered. 

The design of routing networks for a few localized patterns of communication is briefly considered 
in both technologies. In each technology, networks that arc well suited for these localized communication 
patterns arc discussed. 
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I. Introduction 

I.I Overview 

Data communication considerations arc becoming increasingly important in U1e design of high 

performance computers. Conve11tio1wl single sequence computer designs have been refined to the point 

where only limited further improvements in performance can be expected without a dramatic 

improvement in the speed of available circuits. Levels of perfonnancc significantly higher than those of 

present computers can only be achieved by machines capable of substantial concurrency. To achieve 

high concurrency a machine must support a large flow of data and control signals. As we shall see below, 

a class of digital systems which seems well suited for the implementation of such machines in light of their 

communication requirements is the class of packet communication systems [6]. t\ packet communication 

system is composed of a number of subsystems interconnected by one or more communication networks 

called routing networks. Data transfer between two subsystems is accomplished by passing a packet over 

a network path f1 om one to the other. This thesis examines several aspects of routing network design. 

1.2 Packet Communication Systems 

By definition, any digital system with the following properties is a packet communication system. t\ 

packet communication system is composed of modules and a set of links where each link connects one or 

more modules. A module can be any form of digital system, and may be capable of storing data and 

performing various operations on that data. The transmission of data from one module to another can 

only be accomplished by passing a packet along a path of connected intermediate modules. Thus the 

behavior of a module can depend only on its internal state and packets it receives from modules 

connected to it. 

Packet communication systems seem well suited for implementing concurrent computers that need 

to support a large flow of data. Consideration of data communication enters at a very early stage in the 
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de~ign of d packet corrnnu11icatio11 system. In particular. the llcsign of the component modules and the 

manner in which they ;rre interconnected should reflect the inherent structure of the comput<ttions to he 

performed by the system. By patterning the structure of the system to the structure of the prublcm the 

designer can develop a system which supports the required flow of data with a minimum of hardware. 

In addition, data communication by packet passing as done in packet communication systems can 

facilitate the efficient use of data paths. This is particularly true for systems such as the Dennis data flow 

machine [7] that require only short messages to be transferred among their component units. For these 

machines packet communication has advantages over the alternative circuit switching. In circuit 

switching a complete path between two units must be set up before a message can be transferred from 

one to the other and the entire path must remain allocated for the duration of the transfer. In a packet 

Lviiil1ii.i1ilL,1Li011 sysl\:1ll ,1 H1t:ssag1: is L1an~fcrn:u in the fumt uf a packet that is passed from mm.iulc w 

module along its desired path. Thus, the message transfer only requires one link at any given time. Only 

the next link in a packet's desired path need be available for the packet to proceed. 

1.3 Routing Networks 

/\. routing network is by definition a packet communication system with designated input and 

output links (as shown in Figure 1) that has the ability to accept tagged packets on each of its designated 

inputs and to route each packet to the output corresponding to its tag. A routing network may be 

connected by its input and output links to other packet communication systems and thus provide 

intercommunication among them. /\. routing network as a packet communication system is composed of 

packet communication modules that arc interconnected by links. For the purpose of discussion, the 

internal modules of a network will be called nodes. 

Routing networks can he used to interconnect several small packet communication systems into a 

larger packet communication system. In such a system. the routing networks handle the required transfer 
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Fig. 1. Example Routing Network 
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of data and control packets among the various subsystems. Thus, an important part of the design of large 

packet communication systems is the design of their routing networks. 

Routing networks arc packet networks; data is transferred in the form of packets that arc passed 

from node to node in the network. Since routing networks arc also packet communication systems and 

since the control of a packet communication system can not be centralized, the routing of pnckcts must be 

done in a decentralized fashion. The routing decisions made by a node for a given packet can depend 

only on the state information of the node and the label of the packet. There arc, however, a number of 

differences between these networks which arc intended for use in localized high pcrfonnancc systems and 

distributed packet networks such as the ARPA network. In contrast to the ARPA network where the cost 

of data paths dominates, both the cost of data paths and the cost of nodes must be considered in the 

design of a routing ncrwork. Thus, in the design of a routing network it is important to minimize the 

complexity of network nodes. Very large buffers for queuing packets or very large tables for storing 

routing information cannot be used. Unlike the ARPA network. a routing network has data paths and 

nodes of comparable speed and reliability. This suggests that a simple routing algorithm should be used 

by each node in a routing network in order to minimize the total time required for a packet to pass 
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through the network. 

Routing networks differ from the m<1jority of networks that have heen studied in cl<tssical switching 

theory. While routing networks use packet switching, switching theory has been primarily concerned 

with networks that use circuit switching. Further, in contrast to routing networks that use decentralized 

control, most of the networks that have hccn studied in switching theory use centralized control. Finally, 

switching theory has assumed that the cost of wires is negligible in comparison to the cost of active switch 

clements. This assumption, as we sec below, is not valid for some of the technologies that may be used to 

implement routing networks. Tints, while classical switching theory provides a good starting point for 

research on routing networks, most of the results that have been obtained do not directly apply to routing 

networks. In this thesis, we examine cost and performance issues for routing networks that arc similar to 

theory. We will use cost measures that arc appropriate for present and future integrated circuit 

technologies, and perfo1111ancc measure'> that arc appropriate for the intended network applications. 

1.4 ncscarch Topics 

This thesis examines the design of routing networks under two different sets of assumptions that 

correspond to two points on the apparent path of integrated circuit technology evolution. One set of 

assumptions corresponds to present technology where only a small number of network nodes can be 

implemented on a single integrated circuit The other set of assumptions corresponds to a technology 

where a large number of network nodes can be implemented on a single integrated circuit. 

In 1984 technology, consideration of the length of wire needed to implement a given link seems 

unimportant. It seems unlikely that more t11an a small number of modules can be implemented on a 

single integrated circuit I ,inks between modules can be implemented for the most part as printed circuit 

board wires. The length (as opposed to the number) of such wires is not a significant factor in the total 
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cost of the sy~tem. Si111ibrly, the effect ui'\1irc length on Sy~lcm spccJ is stn<11l since c1cn the propagation 

time ofa lung 1~ire is less than the delay of the circuit rcquireJ to drive it from an on-chip signal. 

In Chapter 2. we examine the design of routing networks for present technology. We assume that 

the length of wire required to implement each network link docs not affect either the cost or the 

performance of the network. Further. we place certain additional restrictions on the behavior and 

complexity of network nodes in order to narrow down the number of design parameters that must be 

considered. These restrictions. which arc described in Section 2.2, arc motivated by the current state of 

technology and the nature of the systems in which the networks may be used. 

Given these restrictions, we examine in Section 2.3 the design of networks for a class of systems 

characterized by uniform communication: each source of packets in such a system generates packets for 

all the possible destinations and over the long run generates a comparable number for each destination. 

For the purpose of analysis, we introduce simple probabilistic models of the packet sources and sinks of a 

system with uniform communication. We examine the minimum number of nodes required by any 

network that is capable of high throughput when it is connected to the model sources and sinks. We 

study a particular network, the indirect n-cubc routing network, that seems well suited for uniform 

communication and has a number of nodes within a constant factor of the lower bound. Below, we use 

the term indirect n-cube network to refer to the indirect n-cubc routing network. 

It should be noted that networks related to routing networks in general and the indirect n-cube 

network in particular have been studied in the literature. Sorting networks, networks capable of sorting 

N data items in parallel where N is the number of network inpuL<>, arc clearly not the same as routing 

networks. but intuition would suggest that these two types of networks have similar complexities. Sorting 

networks using O(N log2 N) nodes have been known for some time [4]. More recently, O(N log N) node 

sorting networks have been described [3], although these networks may not be of practical interest 

because of the very brge constant factor. The indirect n-cube network has a comparable complexity: it 
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uses O(N log N) nodes. h1rlier work 011 routing networks with structures similar to that of the indirect 

n-cube network has been done [5]. Other networks with related structures have been described in the 

literature. Some of these networks have been proposed to perform permutations on large vectors of data. 

In general, these permutation networks have been proposed for systems in which the clements of a given 

vector arc processed synchronously and then pennuted. These permutation networks include 

shuffle-exchange, omega, Pease's indirect n-cubc pcnnutation network, and cube-connected cycles [24, 

14, 15, 16, 21, 23]. Other networks with related strncturcs have been proposed to interconnect the 

processors and memories of other types of multiple processor systems. Circuit switched and packet 

switched banyan networks have been proposed for single instruction stream multiple processor systems 

[10, 26]. Circuit switched and packet switched delta networks have been proposed for multiprocessors in 

which each processor makes independent and random merilory accesses [20, 8]. The rctationship between 

the indirect n-cube routing network and previously studied networks is discussed in more detail in 

Section 2.2.3.1. 

We consider in Section 2.3 the operation of large indirect n-cube routing networks when connected 

to the model sources and sinks and examine certain important characteristics of the operation of these 

networks. We examine the influence of these characteristics by using network models that accurately 

model these characteristics and that arc considerably simpler than the actual network. By analyzing and 

simulating the models, we examine the influence of these characteristics on certain aspects of the 

pcrfonnance of the networks. The performance predicted by these models is compared to the 

performance of the actual network which we measure by simulation. 

One important aspect of performance that we study is throughput. We examine the relationship 

between network throughput and network size. We woulJ like the throughput of the network to scale 

linearly with the number of network inputs since if we form a composite packet communication system 

by using a routing network to interconnect several subsystems, we would like the performance of the 
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system to sc1lc li11e;1rly \\ith the number ot·subsystems. 

t\nothcr important aspect of performance tlrnt we study is the speed of slow inputs. If a particular 

network input becomes extremely slow due to network congestion then packets from the module 

connected to that input can be delayed. If the congestion continues for a long period, a large number of 

modules t11at arc either directly or indirectly dependent on t11c blocked module in a highly parallel 

computation can be affected. 

Our study suggests t11at very large indirect n-cubc networks can support high perfonnancc for 

uniform communication patterns. The strongest constraint on network t11roughput that we find in our 

study still allows t11roughput to grow linearly with network size. However, our study also indicates t11at 

some of the inputs of a very large network can be slow for a very long period of time. 

We also briefly examine in Section 2.3 the design of routing networks for a class of systems 

characterized by localized communication; t11e majority of packets generated by a particular source in 

such a system arc t;1gged for a small group of destinations. Many localized communication patterns can 

be supported with networks that arc less complex than t11c indirect n-cubc network. W c discuss one 

obvious family of networks that seem appropriate for some important localized communication patterns. 

One of the characteristics of networks of mis family is a number of nodes equal to t11c sum of t11c number 

of network inputs and t11c number of network outputs. This family includes grid structured networks and 

tree structured networks. 

In Chapter 3, we examine t11c design of routing networks in the technology of five to ten years from 

now. 

As technology changes and the number of network nodes t11at can be placed on a given integrated 

circuit increases, the imrortancc of wire length in network cost will increase. Within a few years it should 
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he possible to implcme1H many modules <tnd the links that i11lercon11ect them on a single chip. The 

length of wire required to implement each link will then he <t significant factor in the cost of silicon 

required to implement a system, since the chip acreage used by each wire is proportional to its length. 

However, it is likely tJwt for the immediate future, the next five to ten years, even long wires can be 

driven quickly if drivers of the appropriate size arc used. 

In Chapter 3, we make some assumptions about tJ1c characteristics of the integrated circuit 

technology of the next five to ten years and study tJ1e design of routing networks under these 

assumptions. For tJ1c purpose of discussion, we refer to tJ1c technology that will exist at the end of this 

period as very large scale integration (VLSI). We describe a model of VLSI based on some assumptions 

about the characteristics of VLSI. We examine in the VLSI model the fundamental cost of a ~inglc chip 

il\..LWVi"k i.u Supi.Ju1 t <t l.C!Ldlll lcvci ur P\.:l run11<t11CC fur unifurn1 µaltcrn~ of communicaLion. V•.fc examine a 

few structures that seem appropriate for implementing a single chip uniform communication network in 

VLSI. These structures include a crossbar structure, and an indirect n-cube structure. We discuss a 

technique for interconnecting such single chip networks to form larger uniform communication networks. 

We also briefly examine the design in VLSI of networks for localized patterns of communication. We 

examine a few example network stmcturcs and describe the communication patterns tJ1at tJ1cy can 

support. 

1.5 Notation for Asymptotic Bounds 

We use the following notation to describe asymptotic bounds. 

We say that f(N) is Q(g(N)) if and only if tJ1cre exists No and c greater than zero such that f(N) is 

greater tJrnn or equal to c g(N) for all N greater than N0. 
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We say that f(N) is O(g(N)) if and unly if there exists N0, c1, and c2 greater than zero such that 

c1g(N) ~ c2g(N) for all N greater than N0. 

We say that f(N) is O(g(N)) if and only if there exists No and c greater than zero such that f(N) is 

less than or equal to c g(N) for all N greater than N0. 
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2. Design of Routing Networks Ignoring Wire Length 

2.1 Network Restrictions 

In general. we will be concerned only with routing networks that obey the restrictions described in 

the following paragraphs. 

We assume that time is divided into units and that any operation in the network starts on a 

transition between two time units and finishes before the next transition. It is important to note in 

passing that this assumption of purely synchronous behavior is only for the convenience of analysis and 

that the networks that we shall present can easily be designed to function asynchronously. 

We assume Lhat there is some limit k on the total number of input and output links that can be 

attached to a particular network node, and we assume that there is a limit o on the total number of 

packets that may be bu ffcrcd at any particular network node at any particular time. These restrictions arc 

motivated by our desire to bound the amount of chip space and number of external connections required 

to implement a network node as a portion of an integrated circuit. 

For the most part, we assume that only two nodes arc connected to a given link. The only exception 

is our discussion of the minimum cost of a network to support high throughput for uniform patterns of 

communication. In that discussion, we get a more general lower bound by assuming that an arbitrary 

number of nodes can be connected to a given link. In all cases, we assume that one link can transfer at 

most one packet per unit time. 

In the case that only two nodes arc connected by a link, we assume that the two nodes observe a 

ready/acknowledge protocol for transferring packets. In particular, each link contains acknowlc~c and 

ready control lines in addition to the data lines used to transfer the packets as shown in Figure 2. The 

protocol has 4 phases as shown in Figure 3. /\ sending node can pl;icc a new packet on the data lines of 
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the Jin k only if all 4 phases of the transmission of the previous packet have hcen completed. The sending 

node asserts the ready line after placing the packet on the data lines and will continue to assert the ready 

and data lines until the acknowlege line is asserted by the receiving node. The receiving node can accept a 

packet available on the data lines only after the ready line has been asserted, and the receiving node will 

assert the acknow/ege line only after it has safely stored the packet in one of its buffers. This protocol was 

chosen since it is widely known and provides in a straightforward manner the necessary coordination for 

packet passing. 

We assume that the behavior of a node during a given time unit can depend only on the 

in formation available on its links and the contents of packets stored in its buffers, and we assume that the 

node's behavior can depend only on the destination label and not the data portion of any packet stored in 

the node. These restrictions arc in part motivated by our desire to implement each network node as a 

portion of an integrated circuit. By limiting the complexity of each node's behavior we limit the amount 

of space required to implement the control circuits of each node. These restrictions arc also motivated by 
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our desire to minimize L11e time required for a packet to tr;l\erse the network since by limiting the 

complexity of the control algorithm of each node we indirectly limit the time required by each node to 

process a packet. These restrictions seem natural and can be easily observed in the design of networks. 

However, it should be noted that there arc many alternative sets of restrictions that could be placed on the 

node's behavior, and that a di ffcrent set of restrictions might well lead to different network structures. 

Finally, we assume that a packet that enters a node in a given unit of time can not leave that node 

until the next unit of time. and that a link can transfer at most one packet per unit time. /\!though we arc 

ignoring the time required to propagate a packet over a link, we arc not ignoring the time required to gate 

a packet through a node or store it in a buffer. 

2.2 Networks for Systems with Uniform Communication 

2.2. l Model of the Problem 

In general, a routing network will be used as shown in Figure 4 to connect a group of packet sources 

to a group of packet receivers. Each source will produce labeled packets and each packet must be 

Fig. 4. Use of a Routing Network 

[]--f ·---------- ----,o 
[}-- 'i 4 x 4 --~[] 

routing network ---2f] 

[~ I 

_J -_ct---- ------ - - _J---{] 
sources receivers 
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Jcli\ereJ to Lhe recei\er which corre~ponds to its label. 

We describe here a simple n10dcl of a system with uniform communication. For our model, we 

assume that the number of receivers equ<1ls the number of sources and that receivers and sources behave 

in a very simple manner. We assume that a receiver will process a message as soon as it arrives and can 

thus accept a packet every unit of time. We assume that if the network has accepted the last packet 

generated by a particular source, then the chance that the source will produce a new packet in a unit of 

time is P where Pis a parameter of the model. We assume that the label of each packet is independently 

selected, and that all of the possible receiver labels arc equally likely. 

2.2.2 Minimum Network Cost 

In this section, we tlnd a lower bound on the complexity of any N-input N-output routing network • 
capable of Q(N) average throughput when each of its inputs is connected to a model source and each of 

its outputs is connected to a model receiver. We measure t11roughput as packets per unit time and 

complexity as the number of nodes in the network. We show that such a network requires Q(N log N) 

nodes. This result gives some motivation for t11c fact that t11e network t11at we study for such applications, 

t11e indirect n-cubc network, and most related networks require Q(log N) stages of Q(N) nodes. 

For t11e purpose of t11is discussion, we allow an arbitrary number of nodes to be connected to a 

given link. As before, we allow only one packet to be transferred over a given link in a given unit of time. 

Clearly, t11e lower bound on network cost tl1at we obtain by allowing an arbitrary number of nodes to be 

connected to a given link also holds if only two nodes arc allowed to be connected to a given link. 
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Proposition. Q( r\ log !\') nodes arc rcquire<l by <11\\' "-: input N-ourput muting netwmk cap:tblc of 

Q(N) averagi: throughput when i:ach of its inputs is conncctc<l to a modd source an<l each of its outputs is 

connected to a mo<lcl receiver. 

Pruof Since we assume that a network node can be connected to at most k links. we can get a lower 

bound on the number of network nodes by finding a lower bound on the sum, over all links in the 

network, of the number of nodes connected to each link. For the purpose of this discussion, we use the 

tcnn connection to refer to the juncture between a network link and a network node. Thus. the sum, over 

all links in the network, of the number of nodes connected to each link is equal to the number of 

connections in the network. We get a lower bound on the number of connections in the network by 

considering the sum, over all the packets processed during a·Jong period, of the number of connections 

uscJ by each p,iLkct anJ uy nidk.i11g u::ic ul till: fact that a CUlHH:ctiun can be invuivc<l in a[ must one 

operation per unit time. 

A lower bound on the number of connections in the network can be obtained by considering the 

operation of the network over a long period of time and examining the use of network connections during 

such a period. Let us consider a period of T time units for some very large T. Since we <issumc that only 

one packet can be transferred on a link in one unit of time, it follows that a connection can be used for 

only one packet in a given unit of time. The total number of connections in the network must be at least 

as great as (1/T) times the number of connection opcrntions during the period where the number of 

connection operations is defined to be the sum, over all packets processed, of the number of connections 

used by each packet. It should be noted that we count each connection of a link separately, and that the 

the number of connections used by a packet includes each connection of each link used by the packet. 

/\ lower bound on the expected number of connection operations during the T time unit period can 

be obtained by considering the possible paths through the network. For the purpose of this discussion, 

we assume that each network link is logically composed of some number of link segments. In rarticular, 
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we assume th;it the nodes connected to a given link a1-c connected according to some linear order. and 

that a link segment is a portion ofa link between two adjacent nodes as shown in Figure 5. i\ link which 

is connected to i nodes has i - 1 segments. By this definition. a connection between a link and a node 

can involve at most two link segments, and at most 2 k link segments in total can be connected to a node. 

Less than 

(2k-l)o + (2k-1)1 + ... (2k-1)i - (2k-1)i+1-1 
(2k-l)-1 

(l) 

outputs can be reached from a particular input by a path containing i or fewer link segments. Thus, there 

are less than N/2 outputs that can be r<.'ached from a given input using a path containing no more than 

(log(2k _ l) (N/2)) - l link segments. Since a model source randomly selects a destination for each packet 

it generates and since all destinations arc equally likely, there is at least a 50% chance that a packet 

generated by a model source must travel over a path of greater than (log(2k _ l) (N/2)) - 1 link segments. 

Fig. 5. Conceptual Model of Nodes Connected to a Link 

link segment 
r- ---------i 

0 
nodes 

note: Actual implementation need not 

correspond to the conceplu.il model. 

For example, 

• • • 
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ll l(>llows th<ll the expcctcu number uf' link scgmrnts used by such .t packet must be Q(log N). Since the 

number or nodes co1111ecteu to a given link is equal lo the !lumber or segments in the link plus one, the 

total number of nmJcs cu1111ected to the links in the path of a particubr packet must be larger than the 

number of link segments in the path. Thus, a packet generated hy a model source is expected to use at 

least Q(log N) connections. Since by assumption the cxrcctcd number of packets processed in the T time 

unit period is Q(TN), the expected number of connection operations during the period must be greater 

than Q(TN log N). 

J\ lower bound on the number of nodes in the network follows. Since the expected number of 

connection operations during the T time unit period is Q(TN log N) and since a connection can be 

involved in at most one operation in a given unit of time, the network must have Q(N log N) separate 

fixed and is independent of N, the network must have Q(N log N) nodes. 

Thus. there must be Q(N log N) nodes in a N-input N-output routing network capable of Q(N) 

average throughput when each of its inputs is connected to a model source and each of its outputs is 

connected to a model receiver. 

This ends the discussion of the proposition. I 

2.2.3 Routing Networks Using an Indirect n·Cube Topology 

2.2.3.1 Introduction 

The network shown in Figure 6, the indirect 11-eube network, seems well suited for applications 

with unifo1m communication and has a cost of the same order as the lower bound derived in the previous 

section. 
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In this i11truduction. we describe the indirect n-rnbc network. we discuss the rcbtionship between 

previously studied networks and the indirect n-cuhc network, and we give a brief overview of our work 

on the indirect n-cubc network. 

An indirect n-cubc network is constructed as shown in Figure 6. A N-input network is composed 

from two N/2-input networks and N/2 nodes (called routers). Each node has two input and two output 

links. This construction yields an interconnection which is topologically equivalent to the interconnection 

of butterflies in the radix two fast Fourier transform [11]. In total (N/2) log2 N nodes arc required. One 

and only one path exists from a given input to a given output. If network outputs, stages, and node 

outputs arc numbered as shown in Figure 7, then at the ith stage the appropriate path follows the node 

output that corresponds to the ith most significant bit of the binary representation of the number of the 

1 - .~ .. : - -· ... - . - . . .. - ,,. 
U'-"ull<tllVll vuq.Jul. 

Each node of the network can be structured as shown in Figure 8. The node has a fifo buffer 

capable of storing some number of packets on each of its input links. If at the beginning of a time unit a 

Fig. 6. NxN Indirect n·Cubc Network Construction 
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Fig. 7. Example Indirect n·Cube Network 
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buffer is not full and the corresponding input ready line is asserted then the node control places the 

packet available on the data lines in the buffer and asserts the returning acknowlege line before the end of 

the time unit. If a buffer is not empty at the beginning of a time unit then the node control attempts to 

place the packet which entered the buffer first on the output link corresponding to its destination. If the 

node control can do this, either because no conflict exists or because of arhitration of the conflict, then it 
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asserts Lhc corresponding oulput rrady line. If an 11ck1urn1edge is returned on that link before t11c end of 

the time unit, then the node control removes lhc ready and removes the packet from the buffer. 

Otherwise. ready and lhc packet arc removed during t11c first time unit when acknowledge is returned. 

As was mentioned in the first chapter. there arc a large number of networks that have structures t11at 

arc related to that of the indirect n-cubc network. The topology of the indirect n-cubc routing network is 

identical to that of several other networks including omega, s = f = 2 banyan, and Pcasc's indirect n-cube 

permutation network [16. 10, 21]. Networks with the same topology have also been called delta networks 

[20]. The topology of the shuffle-exchange network [24] is also related since an omega network is simply a 

cascade of log2 N shuffle-exchange networks. As was mentioned in the first chapter, these related 

networks have been proposed for a variety of uses. Some ·of these networks have been proposed to 

pcrfnrn1 pcrmutatiliiiS on large vectu1~ ul <law. In gcrH.:ral, t11c~c vc1wulauu11 ilt:LWtH b iiave been 

proposed for systems in which the clements of a given vector arc processed synchronously and then 

permuted. Other related networks have been proposed to interconnect the processors and memories of 

other types of multiple processor systems. 

The work on networks for the synchronous permutation of large vectors of data has been mostly 

concerned with the types of pcnnutations that can be realized by a given number of passes through such a 

network, and thus that work docs not directly address the question of how well such networks perform 

when interconnecting the modules of a packet communication system. 

Some of the work on interconnection networks for other types of multiple processor systems is 

more closely related to our study of the indirect n-cubc network. We discuss a few pieces of this work. 

The first is the work of Valiant [28]. Valiant has suggested the use of networks such as the packet 

switched n-cubc for interconnection of processors and memories in a synchronous multiprocessor system. 

Valiant introduces the concept of an idealistic computer composed of processors that operate 

synchronously and a memory that the processors share. He considers algorithms such that no memory 
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location is ;icccsseJ in a gi\cn C(lmputati(lnal step by more than S(lme constant number ofpnx:essors. He 

assumes tlwt the iJealistic computer can implement each computational step in a single unit of time. He 

considers the simulation of the iJcalistic computer on a realistic computer with a packet switched n-cubc 

network. Each node of the network has the capacity to buffer a number of packets proportional to the log 

of the number of processors. Valiant shows that with high probability the realistic computer can 

implement a computational step in time proportional to the log of the number of processors. While it 

seems plausible that the memory accesses corresponding to several computational steps can be pipelined 

in the realistic computer, Valiant docs not show this. Thus, Valiant's work differs from ours in at least 

three ways. First, he considers systems of synchronous processors and we consider systems of largely 

independent asynchronous processors. Second, in each network node he allows buffering proportional to 

the log of the number of processors and we allow only buffering of fixed size. Finally, he docs not 

consider the pipelining of packets of different computational steps through his network and wr consider a 

continual flow of packets through our networks. 

Upfal [27] has shown similar resu!L-; for networks of fixed degree. He uses the d-way digit-exchange 

graph. A processor is associated with each network node and each network node is assumed to have 

O(log N) buffers where N is the number of processors. It is assumed that a packet is initially at each 

processor and that each packet is destined for some other processor. No two packets arc destined for the 

same processor. Upfal shows that with high probability all the packets can be delivered to their 

destinations in O(log N) time. 

Patel has suggested the use of circuit switched delta networks for multiprocessors in which each 

processor makes independent and random memory accesses [20]. For his analysis, Patel assumes that 

memory requests in a multiprocessor arc generated in a manner similar to the manner in which packets 

arc generated by our model sources. 1bc primary distinction between our work and that of Patel is the 

fact that our routing networks arc packet switched. In Patel's circuit switched network, the transmission 
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of a 111css;1gc requires the use of a circuit through all of the stages of the network. In our routing 

networks. at any given time a packet only uses one link to go from its present stage to the next st<igc. The 

throughput of Patel's networks do not grow linearly with their size. As we shall sec, there is reason to 

believe that the throughput of the indirect n-cubc network for uniform patterns of communication docs 

grow linearly with its size. 

Dias and Jump [SJ have done work on the use of packet switched delta networks as interconnection 

networks for multiprocessors and this work is very closely related to our study of the indirect n-cubc 

network. Their network is topologically identical to the indirect n-cubc. Their analysis assumes that the 

packets and the labels on the packets arc generated in a manner similar to the way that packets and packet 

labels arc generated by our model sources. They analyze their networks using network models in a 

!ii<ii1i1Cr siiiiilur to th(; way tliJt we ctii<i!y1.c il1e i11Ji1(;d 11-u1uc ndwutk u~iug ndwuik rnu<lcls. However, 

their models differ from ours. They use a Markov model to develop approximate equations for the state 

probabilities of a router in a given stage in terms of the state probabilities of the routers connected to it. 

They simultaneously solve the equations for all the stages. Their analysis makes several approximations. 

The analysis assumes that the routers of a given stage arc independent. Also, the analysis of a given 

router assumes that the state probabilities of routers connected to it arc independent of the state and 

history of the given router. Some of the characteristics of network behavior that we study in our models 

violate these assumptions of independence. For modest sized networks, the network throughput 

predicted by our models is consistent with that predicted by their models. However, for very large 

networks our throughput predictions differ from theirs. Since their model assumes more independence 

than ours one might expect it to predict higher throughput, but in fact the way that their assumptions arc 

used in their model leads to a prediction of lower throughput. Their model predicts that the nonnalizcd 

throughput goes to zero as the network size goes to infinity [91 where normalized throughput is defined to 

be network throughput divided by network si1.c. All of the constraints on network throughput that we 

study allow a non zero asymptote. We believe that our study considers all of the constraints represented 
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by Lhcir !Tlodcl and scvcr:tl that arc not. We believe Lllill the asymptotic prediction of their model is the 

result of the way th~1t their assumptions arc used in their model and docs not reflect any real constraint on 

the throughput of tJ1c network. Another difference between their work and ours comes from tJ1c fact that 

in .iddition to studying the average network throughput we also consider the speed of slow network 

inputs. Their work is primarily concerned with the average network tJ1roughput and delay. 

Recently, Pippenger [22] has extended the results of Valiant and Upfal to a network with a fixed 

amount of buffering at each node. In his work. Pippenger uses the d-way digit-exchange grnph. A 

processor is associated with each network node. Only a fixed amount of buffering is assumed at each 

node. It is assumed that a packet is initially at each processor and tJ1at each packet is destined for some 

other processor. No two packets arc destined for the same proccssc>r. Pippenger assumes that each node 

obeys CCri:dlit ruk,; Cuih .. (rrti11g i.hc UtJ\;t i11 whid1 it µwcesse~ the µ<ickcL~ tJwi. il 11.:u.:ivc~. <il!U ~tlUW~ Litat 

if the rules arc obeyed then with high probability all the packets can be delivered to their destinations in 

O(log N) time. 

While there arc differences between Pippcngcr's work and ours. Pippcnger's results arc significant 

and have some bearing on our work. Pippcngcr's network differs from the indirect n-cubc network; the 

indirect n-cubc network would be more closely related to Pippcngcr's network if the inputs of the indirect 

n-cube network were connected to the outputs and if a processor were associated with each network node 

of the indirect n-cubc network. The type of network operation that Pippenger considers differs from the 

type that we consider; Pippenger docs not consider the pipelining of waves of packets through his 

network and we consider a continual flow of packets through the indirect n-cubc network. However, by 

establishing certain additional rules for the operation of the nodes of the indirect n-cube it may be 

possible to extend Pippcnger's approach to provide result<> on the performance of the indirect n-cubc 

network for uniform communication. The additional rules would concern the order in which a network 

node processes the packets that it receives, and possibly the removal of unusual blockages. It may be 
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possible to show that the normali1ed throughput of the indirect 11-cube network with the ;1dditional rules 

approaches a non 1cro const<1nl. Such a result is plausible, but C\Cll if the result holds it may he very 

difficult to prove. In any case, such a result is consistent with our work. Our work considers the 

performance of the indirect n-cuhe without rules such as those mentioned above. Fven without such 

mies, the strongest constraint on network throughput that we find still allows normalized throughput to 

approach a non zero constant. 

In the following pages, we examine the effect of certain important characteristics of the operation of 

very large indirect n-cubc networks. In particular, we study in 2.2.3.2 the effect of congestion at a single 

router. In 2.2.3.3, we study the effect of congestion in a single stage of routers. In 2.2.3.4, we study the 

effect of the interaction of routers of different stages. As was mentioned eadier, we examine the effect of 

C:i(;SC d1,11«1dc1·istiLs of 1tdwo1 k udwv iur by usiug m:lwurk models thaL accuralcly model these 

ch3ractcristics and that are considerably simpler than the actual network. By analyzing and simulating 

the models, we examine the effect of these characteristics on network throughput and the speed of slow 

network inputs. As was mentioned earlier, our study suggests that very large indirect n-cubc networks 

can support high performance for unif01m communication patterns. The strongest constraint on network 

throughput that we find in our study is caused by the interaction of routers of different stages and it still 

allows throughput to grow linearly with network size. However, our study of the interaction of routers of 

different stages also indicates that some of the inputs of a very large network can be slow for a very long 

period of time. 

2.2.3.2 Tree Buffering 

The first characteristic of network operation that we examine is tree buffering. We use the term tree 

buffering to rctcr to the buffering of packets that occurs in front of a congested router. Such bu ffcring 

involves a tree structure of huftcrs. J\s a result, congestion at one router in a given stage can affect a large 

number of other routers. 
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In this section. we examine tree huffcring in front of a single congcstcJ router. In the next section, 

we examine a stage of routers and we examine the probability that at least one of the routers of the stage 

has a deep tree bu ffcred in front of it. 

In this section, we use a network model to examine how much tree buffering can occur in front of a 

congested router. In the model congestion can occur only at one router. We will study the model in 

order to dete1mine the amount of buffering that occurs as a function of the amount of congestion and the 

overall network input rate. 

As we shall sec, the model suggests that deep tree buffering in front of a slow router occurs if the 

rate at which the router can accept packets is close to the rate .at which packets that must go through that 

router arc generated. In particular, the model suggests that if the rate at which packets arc generated on 

each network input is IN and if the rate at which the router can accept packets on its input is OUT then 

the expected number of packets buffered in front of that input is greater tl1an 
( " IN _ 2) 

2 2( 0 U I ·IN )( B + 1) - l where R is t11c size of the bu ffcrs. It should be noted that some aspects of 

ti . . . . . -n IN IN !OUT i:: • ti · · ·i I 11s expression arc mtu1t1ve. 1e OUT- IN or l -IN 1 OUT 1actor m 1c exponent 1s s1m1 ar to t 1e 

expected occupancy of certain types of queues in classical queueing theory, and reflects tl1e queueing of 

packets that must be passed tluough the congested router. The exponential growth in the total number of 

packets buffered, most of which do not have to pass tlmrngh the congested router, comes from the tree 

structure of routers involved. The B ~ 1 factor in tl1c exponent reflects the influence of the size of the 

input buffers of the routers. 

The model that we use is shown in Figure 9. The model is composed of a tree of routers as shown 

in tl1c figure. The depth of the tree is a parameter of the model. The first output of the router at the root 

of tl1c tree is connected to a probabilistic packet sink and the second output is connected to a perfect 

packet sink. All other routers have their first output connected to a router in the following stage and have 

their sccorH.I output connected to a perfect packet sink as shown in the diagram. Each input of each 
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Fig. 9. Tree Buffering Model 
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router at a leaf of the tree is connected to a probabilistic packet source. 

The tree of routers of the model represents the tree of routers in front of a congested router in the 

network. The probabilistic sink represents the congested router. The perfect sinks represent the routers 

directly connected in the network to the tree of routers being studied. 

The routers in this model. unlike the routers of the network, operate instantly. Thus, a packet will 

ripple through the model in one time unit. It will either be output at a perfect sink or it will run into 
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other packets buffered 11s a result of rnngc.~tion ill the prohahilistic sink. This <1ssurnptiu11 :ii lows us to 

easily study buffering due to congestion at the probabilistic sink since it is the only type of huffcring that 

occurs. 

The ti fo bu ffcrs in the routers all have the same size R. R is a parameter of the model. 

The probabilistic packet sink contains a fifo buffer whose size is the same as that of the buffers in 

the routers. Packets input to the sink arc placed in the tifo buffer. If at the beginning of a time unit the 

fifo is not empty then with probability OUT the sink removes one packet from the tifo buffer. OUT is a 

parameter of the model. 

The perfect sinks never block and accept packets at whatever rate they arc presented. 

The probabilistic packet sources produce packets. If the input buffer connected to a probabilistic 

source is not full at the beginning of a time unit, then with probability IN the probabilistic source places 

an additional packet in the buffer. JN is a parameter of the model. The tag for each packet has as many 

bits as the depth of the network. Each bit of each tag is independently and randomly selected with one 

and zero being equally likely. 

We can obtain a rough understanding of the operation of the model without much effort by 

considering the packets that arc buffered in the model and that arc tagged for the probabilistic sink, and 

by examining the expected number of such packets as a function of IN and OUT. For the purpose of 

discussion, we call these bps (buffered probabilistic sink) packets. 

bps packets can only leave the model at the probabilistic sink. From the operation of the model we 

can conclude that if at least one bps packet exists then the buffer in the probabilistic sink must contain at 

least one packet. Thus, in a given unit of time if any bps packets exist then with probability OUT unc will 

be consumed by the probabili:-.tic sink. 
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A b11s packet can enter the network from <my one of the probabilistic sources. If the depth of the 

model is d then the number of sou recs is N where N is equal to 2d. The chance that an u nil locked source 

produces a bps packet in gi\ en unit of time is IN IN. If N is large and if none of the sources is blocked 

then the chance that k bps packets arc produced in a given unit of time may be approximated by 

(IN )kc- IN ·1·1 f I . . . . . I th . f N d . >'. • fi . N k ! . 1c accuracy o t 11s approxunauon mcrcascs wit 1 c size o an 1s exact 1or 111 1111tc . 

In the following paragraphs we will examine for a very large network model the expected number 

of bps packets as a function of IN and OUT. We will assume that OUT > IN. We will assume that the 

network is large enough that the chance of a blocked source is small and can be ignored. W c will assume 

that the network starts at time zero with no bps packets. 

Proposition. The expected value of the limiting distribution for the number of bps packets is equal to 

21N-IN 2 

2(0UT-IN) · 
(2) 

Proof We find the average number of bps packets using an approach similar to that used by Klcincock 

for the M/G/1 queue [12]. For the purpose of discussion, we use the notation q
11 

to represent the 

number of bps packets at time n. We use !::::,, n + 1 to represent the number of bps packets served between 

n and n + 1. !::::,, 
11
+1 is of course equal to either zero or one. We use vn + 1 to represent the number of bps 

packets generated between /1 and n+ 1. 

From these definitions it follows that qn+ 1, the number of bps packets at time n-t- l, is given by the 

equation 

(3) 

If we sq uarc both sides we get 

(4) 

Let us form the expectation of both sides. We use the notation E [x] to represent the expected value of 

x. Also we make use of t11e fact that!::::,, n-t- 1
2. the square of the number of bps packets served between n 
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anJ 11+ 1. is either une or 1ero anJ is equal to 6
11

+ 1. /:'[q
11

+ 1
2]. the expected value of the square of the 

number of bps packets ;it time 11+ Lis giYcn by the equation 

F[q11+121 = F[11112] + /'.'[611+11 + F[v11+12J 

- 2F [q11 6 11 + 11 + 2/:'[q11 v11 + 11 -21:'[ 6
11 

+ l v11 + i l . (5) 

Since vn + 1, the number of bps packets generated between n and 11+ 1. is independent of q
11 

and 6 n+ 1, 

F[q11+1
2
1=F[qn21 + /:'[611+11 + E[v11+1

21 

- 21~· [qn .6. 11+ il + 2F[qn ]F [ vn+ il -2E[6 n+ ilF [ vn+ il · (6) 

We arc interested in the limit as n goes to infinity. We arc interested in the limiting distribution for 

the random variable q
11

• the number of bps packets at time n. We denote the limiting distribution by q. 

Similarly we use the limiting distribution for the random variable v n• the number of bps packets 

generated between n and n+ 1. We denote the limiting distribution by v. We assume that the j th 

moment of q11 exists in the limit as n goes to infinity independent of 11, namely, 

limn-+ 00 f'[q1/] = F[q i l. (7) 

We make a similar assumption about the }th moment of v,,. We make use of the fact that lim
11
-+ 00 

E [6
11

+ 1] must equal the average input rate, IN. Thus, 

E[q2] = l:'[q2] +IN+ f:'[v 2J + 2F[q]F[v]-2(/N)!'.'[vl-limll-).00 2f:'[q/161l+ll.(8) 

The probability that 6
11
+1 = 1 given that q

11 
> 0 is OUT. Thus, 

and 

0 = IN + F[v 2J + 2F[t/]l:'[v] - 2(/N)!:'[v]- 2(0UT)H[t7). 
k -IN 

The probability that v = k is (IN )k !c . This of course is the Poisson distribution. Thus, 

E[v] = IN, 

F[v2] = IN 2 +IN, 

and 

0 = IN + IN 2 + lN + 2(/N}/:'[1/)- 21N 2 - 2(0lJT)F[qJ 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

( 13) 
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or 

2/N - IN 2 = 2( OUT - IN )F [1/1. ( 14) 

Therefore, /:'[1/J. the expected value of the limiting distribution for the number of bps packets. is equal to 

2/N-IN 2 

2(0UT-IN). 

This ends the discussion of the proposition. I 

(I 5) 

Thus, the expected number of bps packets is very large if and only if OUT is very close to IN. For 

example, if OUT -IN is equal to 1/ a for some constant a then the expected number of bps packets is less 

than a IN. 

Other measures of the amount of buffering in the network model can be deduced from this result 

for bps packets. 

For the purpose of discussion, we define some notation. We use the notation p
11 

to denote the total 

number of packets buffered at time /1. We use ji to represent the limiting distribution for the random 

variable Pn. We define J1 ( i) as follows. 

ifi=O, 

and 

if i>O. 

(16) 

We use In to represent J1 (p11
). We use T to represent the limiting distribution for the random variable 

In . 
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Proposition. The expected value of j), the limiting distribution for the total number of p<Kkcts 

bu ffcrcd, is greater than 
IN 

2(2(0UT-IN )(8+1) - 2) _ 1. (17) 

Proof. The desired result can be obtained from a lower bound on the expected value of/, the limiting 

distribution for J1 (p
11

). And E [/] in turn can be obtained from the expected value of q, the Jim iting 

distribution for the number of bps packets. 

In, J1 (p
11

), can be related to q
11

, the number of bps packets at time n. We use P[x = i] to 

represent the probability that x equals i and P[x = i IY = J] to represent the probability that x equals i 

given that y equals j. Clearly, E[q
11 

], the expected number of bps packets at time n, is equal to 

) . - > }·pr,, - ;I/ - I' f;\Jprf - I' (i)l -1,2:U - 12::.0 • t"1n - J i·n Jf ,.,J. L'n -Jf , J. (lS} 

We use the notation E [x IY = i] to represent the expected v<1luc of x given that y equals i. Thus, 

(19) 

An upper bound on E[q
11 

lln = fj ( i)], the expected number of bps packets at time n given that the 

total number of packets buffered at time /1 is equal to i, can be obtained by examining the model in more 

detail. 

Packets buffered in stages close to the probabilistic sink arc more likely to be bps packets than 

packets buffered in distant st.1ges. Consider Figure 10. For the purpose of discussion we number the 

stages of the routers in the model as shown. /\II the packets in the fifo buffer of the probabilistic sink 

must be bps packets. If a fifo of the router in stage one contains one or more packets then the packet at 

the output of that fifo must be a bps packet. If that fifo contains more than one packet, any packet that is 

not at the output may be a bps packet. The probability that such a packet is a bps packet is 112. Similar 

statements can be made about packets buffered in higher stages. The probability that a packet at the 

output of a fifo in st<1gc k is a bps packet is l/2(k-l)_ If that fifo contains other packets, the probability 
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Fig. 10. :\lode! Buffers lnrnhcd in Tree Buffering 
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that such a packet is a bps packet is l/2k. 

Thus, we can get an upper bound on E [q
11 

j!
11 

= Jj ( i )) by assuming that the buffered packets arc 

packed in the lower stages. We assume that at time 11 all of the i buffered packets arc in the (f2 ( i ))+ 1 

lowest stages where Jj ( i) is the smallest non negative integer such that the capacity of the lowest 

Uj (i)) + 1 stages is greater than or equal to i. The (f2 (i)) + I lowest stages include stage 0 through 

stage J] ( i ). Notice that 
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for i >O (20) 

and 

for i >O . (21) 

As a result, 

for i ~o. (22) 

Given the discussion of the previous paragraph, the definition of J2 ( i), and the fact that the k th stage 

contains 2 k fifos, ( E [ q n II n = J1 ( i )]}, the expected number of bps packets at time 11 given that the total 

number of packets buffered at time 11 is equal to i, is less than or equal to 

k l R-1 
B + 'Lk =l tofJ(i) 2 (

2
(k-l)+ 

2
k) (23) 

or 

(24) 

Given the relation (22), we can conclude that 

(25) 

This implies a relationship between H[q
11 

], the expected number of bps packets at time n, and 

I'.' [1
11 

], the expected value of J1 (the total number of packets buffered at time n). If we substitute (25) into 

(19), WC get 

(26) 

Thus, 

H[q
11 

J ~(fl + O(B + l))P [1
11 

= J1 (0)] + 'Li >O ((IJ +(log2( i I B + 1))( B + l))P [1
11 

= J1 ( i)]). (27) 

Since log2( i I IJ + 1) is equal to log2( i ( 11 B + l/ i )) and is thus equal to (log2 i) + log2(11 B + 1/ i}, 

(B + O(IJ + l)}P[/
11 

=Jj (0)] 

+ 'Li>O ((B+((log2 i)+log2(1/B+l/i))(/J+l))/'[/
11

=J1 (i}]). (28) 

By (16), the definition of J1 • 

(29) 

Thus, 
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We assume that f:'[/
11

] also exists in the limit as n goes to infinity. Thus taking tile limit, 

F[fJ >fill_ 2/J + 1 
. -/l+l B+l 

(JO) 

(31) 

Since 2/N-IN 2>IN, (15) and (31) imply that H[/], the expected value of the limiting distribution 

for Jj (p
11 

), J1 (the total number of packets buffered at time n), is greater than 

IN 
2(0UT-IN )(/J + L) - 2 . (32) 

This can be used to obtain a lower bound on E [,D], the expected value of the limiting distribution 

for the total number of packets buffered. Since Pn ~ 2Un) - 1, 

(33) 

where ji is the limiting distribution for p
11 

and p
11 

is the total number of packets buffered at time n. 

Since exponentiation is a convex function, (33) implies that 

F[ji] > 2E[lL1. (34) 

Thus, from (32) we can conclude that E [ji], the expected value of the limiting distribution for the total 

number of packets buffered, is greater than 
IN 

2(2(0UT-IN)(IJ +1)- 2) -1. (35) 

This ends the discussion of the proposition. I 

Thus, the results of the model suggest that deep tree buffering will occur in front of a slow router if 

the rate at which the router can accept packet-; is close to the rate at which packets that must go through 

that router arc generated. If the rate at which packets arc generated on each of the network inputs is IN 

and if the rate at which the router can accept packets on that input is OUT then the model suggests that 

the expected value of f 1 (the number of packets buffered in front of that input) is greater than 

2(0UT-~~ )(/J + l) - 2. Similarly, the model suggests that the expected number of packets buffered in 
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( _ IN _ 2) 
front of that input is greater than 2 2( (){! T -IN)(/!+ 1) - 1. In the next section. we examine a stage of 

routers and we examine Lhe prob;1bility that al least one of the routers of the stage has a deep tree 

bu ffercd in front of it. 

2.2.3.3 Effect of the Last Stage 

In this section, we examine the effect that congestion in routers of the last st.age of an indirect 

n-cuhe has on the network's operation. As we have seen in the previous section, congestion in a router of 

a given stage can easily affect many routers of an earlier stage. We now consider congestion in all the 

routers of a given stage. We use the last stage because analysis of the last stage is somewhat easier than 

analysis of other stages. There is a path from each network input to ·:1ch router of the last stage. Thus, 

1..u11g~~tiu11 i11 a11y 1 uuL~l uf Li1~ last ~tag~ may affect aii of the network inputs. 

We use a network model to study the effect of the last stage. This model represents an indirect 

n-cubc network with its outputs connected to perfect packet sinks. The model considers only buffering 

caused by congestion in routers of the last stage of the network. We use the model to study the limit that 

such buffering places on the throughput of an indirect n-cube network. 

Rather than analyze the model directly, we choose to transform the model, analyze the transformed 

model, and use the rcsulL-; to draw conclusions about the origiual model. 

Based on the results of the model, we conclude that the effect of the last stage of routers in a 

network docs not place a severe constraint on the throughput of the network. 
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,\lode! of the /'}feet 11/thc I.us/ Stage 

In the following par:igraphs. we Jiscuss the model: we describe the model. discuss the relationship 

between the model and the indirect n-cube network, discuss the characteristics of network buffering that 

will be studied using the model, and describe the details of the components of the model. 

The model is composed of nodes, probabilistic sinks, and a dcte1ministic source. The model is 

constructed in the manner shown in Figure 11. The model for a 2-input network is constructed from a 

deterministic source and a probabilistic sink. The model for a N-input network is constructed from a 

deterministic source, N/2 probabilistic sinks, and a tree of nodes with N/2 leaves. A tree with 2 leaves is 

one node. A tree with N leaves is constructed from two trees with N/2 leaves. 

The model reflects primarily two features of an indirect n-cube network: the probabilistic input rate 

of routers of the last st.1ge, and the buffering capacity between each router of thl.! last stage anJ the 

network inputs. The probabilistic sinks of the model represent the routers of the last stage of the network. 

ll1e nodes of the model represent the routers of the other st.1ges of the network. The nodes of the model 

are connected in a tree structure as shown in Figure 12. If the stages of the model are numbered from the 

root to the probabilistic sinks and if the total number of stages is J then each packet in st.1ge i of the 

model represents 2d + l- i packets in stage i of the network. Each node of the model has an input buffer 

of size B where B is the size of the buffers in the network. Thus, the buffering capacity of the model 

between a probabilistic sink and the model input represents the buffering capacity of the network 

between a router of the last stage and the network inputs. 

We use the model to study the buffering of packets in an indirect n-cube network caused by routers 

of the last stage. The nodes of the model do not operate in the same manner as the routers of the 

network. E:1ch node of the model evenly splits between its two outputs the flow of packets from its input. 

A node will instantly process a packet in its input buffer unless one of the buffers connected to its outputs 
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Fig. 11. Model or the Effect or the Last Stage 
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is full. Thus, the buffering of packets in the model can be caused only by the probabilistic sinks and 

represents the buffering in the network caused by the routers of the last stage. 

We also use the model to examine the limit that conflict in the last stage of network routers places 

on network performance. The model accurately reflects the buffering capacity of the network between a 
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Fig. 12. !\odes of the i\todcl of the Effect of the Last Stage 
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last stage router and the network inputs. Thus, the maximum input rate that can be supported in the 

model without source blocking is an indication of the limit that conflict in the last stage of network 

routers places on network perfonnancc. 

The probabilistic sinks of the model arc similar to the probabilistic sinks used in the previous 

section. Each sink contains a bu ff er of size H where /J is the size of the buffers in the network. If at the 

beginning of a time unit the buffer is not empty Lhen with probability .75 the sink removes one packet 

from the buffer. The average rate at which the sink can remove packets from its buffer corresponds to 

half the average rate at which a router of the last stage of the network can accept packets since each packet 

removed by the sink represents two packets of the network. It should be noted that the probabilistic sinks 

arc a pessimistic model of the routers of the last stage. The probabilistic sinks of the model can fail to 
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accept a packet for an «1rbitr;1rily long period or time. T>1 11ter.s of' the l<ist st;igc of tile network arc 

e<1pablc of ;1ccepting at least one packet during each time unit. We use this pessimistic model because it 

makes the discussion simpler and because even with such a model. our analysis suggests Lh<tt congestion 

in the last stage of routers docs not place a severe constraint on the throughput of the network. 

Each node of the model, in effect, evenly splits between its two outputs the flow of packets from its 

input. /\ node is assumed to operate instantly. If a node's input buffer is not empty and if both buffers 

connected to the outputs of the node arc not full then the node removes one packet from its input buffer 

and places a copy of the packet in each of the two buffers connected to its outputs. 

The detenninistic source generates packets at a constant rate. The deterministic source generates 

c::ich packet in the form of 100 subpackets: The source generates IN sub packets in each unit of time that 

it is not blocked. IN is a parameter. The source buffers the subpackct'i internally until the first unit of 

time in which it can output a whole packet. Thus, the source·only outputs whole packets. 

Transjonncd Model 

Rather than analyze the model directly, we choose to transform the model and analyze the 

transformed model. We discuss the relationship between results for the transfonncd model and results 

for the original model. 

The transformations that we make arc shown in Figure 13. 

'Il1c first transformation takes the hu ffcrs that were distributed in the tree of nodes and aggregates 

them at the probabilistic sinks. The probabilistic sinks in the transfonncd model contain buffers of size 

(log2 N)B where N/2 is the number of probabilistic sinks and /J is the size of the buffers in the original 

nodes. The deterministic source of the transformed model is directly connected to each of the 

probabilistic sinks. The deterministic source is blocked if any of the buffers in the probabilistic sinks arc 
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Fig. 13. Transformations on the Model of the Effect of the Last Stage 
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ILill. In C\JCh time unic that it is nut blockeu, the Jctcrministic source simultaneously generates IN 

subpackets fm each prob<1bilistic sink. When the source has fonneu whole p<1ckets, it simultdneously 

outputs one packet to e<1ch of the probabilistic sinks. 

The buffers in the transformed model have a greater independence than the buffers in the original 

moue!. In Lhe transformed model, the buffering of packets caused by a particular probabilistic sink can 

affect the flow of packets into another probabilistic sink only by blocking the deterministic source. In the 

original model. the buffering of packets caused by a particular sink can affect other sinks by blocking 

nodes of the tree. 

It can be shown that the maximum input rate of the transformed model is at least as great as the 

maximum input rate of the original model. Thus, limits on the performance of the transformed model 

also apply to the original model. An upper bound on the performance of the transformed model implies 

8.n upper bound on the performance of the original model. 

The second transfonnation turns the buffer of size (log2 N)!J in each probabilistic sink into an 

infinite buffer in which we will look for occupancy of (Jog2 N)ll packets, and the second transformation 

also turns the single deterministic source into a large number of deterministic sources with one associated 

with each probabilistic sink. We assume that each of the new deterministic sources operates in a manner 

similar to that of the original deterministic source. Each source generates IN subpackcts in each unit of 

time. cll1c source buffers subpackets until it has produced more than 100 subpackCL'i. The source outputs 

each group of 100 subpackcts as a whole packet to its associated probabilistic sink. However, we assume 

that the state of each source-sink pair is independent of the state of the other source-sink pairs. We also 

assume that the sources arc never blocked. 

In the following paragraphs, we refer to the model after the first transformation as the model of the 

first transformation, and we refer to the model after both transformations as the divided model since the 
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model is di\ itkd into independent source-sink pairs. 

Our analysis of the constraints on the input rate of the divided model also ilpplies to the input rate 

of the original model. We examine the divided model to determine input rates that imply a high 

probability that at a randomly selected point in time at least one of the buffers contains at least (log2 N)B 

packets. It seems reasonable to assume that such input rates can not be supported in the model of the 

first tran~formalion since th<.tt model is similar to the divided model but has buffers of size (log2 N)B. 

Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that such input rates can not be supported in the original model since 

the maximum input rate of the original model is less than the maximum input rate of the model of the 

first transformation. 

However, as we shall sec our analysis of the divided model and simulation of the original model 

indicate that both models can support input rates close to the maximum rate at which a probabilistic sink 

can accept packets. Thus, our models suggest that conOict in a given stage of routers docs not place a 

severe constraint on the overall throughput ofU1c network. 

Probability of Buffering in the Divided Model 

In this section, we examine the Markov chain for the state of one of the source-sink pairs of the 

divided model and use the results to bound the probability in the divided model Urnt at a randomly 

selected point in time the buffers in one or more of the sinks have at least (log2 N)B packets. 

The Markov chain MC D for the state of one of the source-sink pairs of U1e divided model is shown 

in Figure 14. 'l11c state is equal to the number of subpackets being stored at the source plus 100 times the 

number of packets in the buffer of the sink since each packet is composed of 100 subpackels. For the 

purpose of discussion. we use UlC notation p D ( i .j) to refer to Lhe probability of a transition to st.1te j 

given that the chain is in state i. A stationary distribution, P DS, for the chain is a distribution such that 

P /JS ( i ). the probability that U1c chain is in state i, is given by 
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1. · to 21N + l 
/ •,'\ 

(IN+ lz\ 
\ , -"'---~--

--~ .25 r: 
~ /~ 

to 100 · (100 ·IN)= IN~.__~15.__ 

~-~ 25 -~to 100 +IN \ · ·to 101 +IN 

to 1N + 1< ~1s-10l~ . . 
Pns<n = "'i. j ~IN PD(),i)PnsU). (36) 

We refer to (36) as the equilibrium equation for PDs( i). 

As is shown in the following subsection, any stationary distribution, P DS, for AIC D must be such 

that 

(1 j-100+ IN . 
-a )(INl75)~ "'ii=lOOto) Pns< 1 ) for j ~ 100 (37) 

and 

'-99 
"'ii =100 to J + lN-1 PDs< i) ~ (l-a1 )(IN 175) for)~ 100 (38) 

where 

O<a<l 

and a is the root in this range of the equation 

a 1N = .25 + .75a 100 . 
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For the pmruse uf disrnssion. we define some not<1lio11. We use the nol<tlion Pgb lo represent the 

probability in the di\ idcd model tlwt at a randomly selected point in time a given buffer has at least (log2 

N)H packets. We use the notation Pb to rcpn.:sent the probability that at a randomly selected point in 

time one or more buffers have at least (log2 N)/J packets. 

The relations, (37) and (38), for one buffer can be used to obtain results for the overall divided 

model. 

Proposition. 
2 4/B 

(a/N) (-(a/N)22!B _a 2 ) 
1-e 150 <Pb<l-e 150 N-a22/B (39) 

where Pb is the probability that at a randomly selected point in time one or more buffers have at least 

(log2 N)B packets, and a is such that 

-1 (log2 a) 

a=
2
(100B +lOO(log2 N)B) 

(40) 

Pruof We use (37) and (38) to show the desired relations (39). We express Pb, the probability that at a 

randomly selected point in time one or more buffers have at least (log2 N)B packets, in terms of Pgb, the 

probability that at a randomly selected point in time a given buffer has at least (log2 N)B packets. We 

bound Pgb in terms of a stationary distribution for the Markov chain MC D. We then use (37) and (38) 

to get the desired bounds, (39), on Pb. 

Since each connected source and sink of the model arc independent of the other sources and sinks 

of the model and since there arc N/2 sinks, 

(41) 

P gb, the probability that at a randomly selected point in time a given buffer has at least (log2 N)B 

packets, can be expressed in terms of P DS where P /JS is some stationary distribution for MCD such 
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that the rrobability thal a buffer is in st~1le i <ll a r<1n<lll111ly ~clccte<l roint in time is equal to />/JS ( i). 

The choice of the particubr stationary <listribution may Jepcnd on the initial st<tte of the buffer. Pgb is 

equal to Li~ lOO(log
2 

N)/J I' /JS ( i) which is equal to 

l - (2.. i =IN to 99 l'IJS(i)) - (2.. i = 100 to IOO(log
2 

N)B-1 PDS (i)) · (42) 

P gb is also equal to 

(2..i=lOOtoOO Pns(i))-p:i=lOOtolOO(log2N)ll-l PDs(i)). <43> 

Using (37), (38), (42), and (43) we can bound Pgb' the probability that at a randomly selected point 

in time a given buffer has at least (log2 N)B packets. Since the long term average rate of packets out of a 

buffer of the divided model must equal the rate in, 

.75(2.. i~lOO Pns<i)) =IN 1100 

(2.. i =IN to 99 PnsU)) = l- IN 175 . 

Thus, 

pgb <IN 175 - (2.. i = 100 to 100(log2 N)B-1 Pns< i)). 

Given (38), 

p gb <(IN 175)a(100(log2 N)B-IN-99). 

(37), (43), and (44), imply that 

Pgb ~(IN 175)-(!N /75)(1-alOO(log2 N)IJ-lOl+IN). 

Thus, since a< land IN< 101 we can conclude from (47) and (48) that 

(IN 175)a(l00(1og2 N)IJ-IN-99) > pgb >(IN 175)alOO(log2 N)B. 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

We introduce some notation that makes the discussion below simpler than it would otherwise be. 

f n particular, WC define a to be such that 
_1 (log2 a) 

( 100/J + IOO(log
2 

N)/J) 
a=2 

It should be noted that a is a function of IN. the source input rate. just as a is a function of IN. 

(50) 
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Given (49) and (50). Pgb. the probability that at a randomly selected point in time a given buffer 

has at least (log2 N)n packets. is less than 

f N + 99 (IN + 99)(1og2 a) 
(-(log2N)+ WOJJ +(log2a)-1Uo(l~i N)B ) 

(JN 175)2 g2 

<(IN /75)(a /N)221 B (5 l) 

and 

P gb >(IN 175)(a IN). (52) 

From (51) and (52), we deduce bounds on Pb, the probability that at a randomly selected point in 

N/2 -P b(N/2) 
time one or more buffers have at least (log2 N)B packets. Since 0 < P gb < 1, ( 1-P gb) < e g . 

Thus, with a defined as above Pb is greater than 

Since 0 < Pgb < 1, 

(l-Pgb)N/2 

-a IN 
1)15()) 

= /P gb -Li= 2 to oo (1/ i)(P gb) i )(N/2) 

p 2 

(-Pgb - 1-7~ )(N/2) 
> e gb 

("""' JJj 

(54) 

Thus, with a defined as above Pb, the probability that at a randomly selected point in time one or more 

buffers have at least (log2 N)/J packets, is less than 

(-(a IN )221 B _(IN /75)2(a /N}2(N/2}24/ B) 

1-e 150 l-(IN/75)(a/N)22/B (55) 

and 

(56) 

This ends the discussion of the proposition. I 
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!111plirntio11s u/thc .\/udcls 011 N1·11rnrk Tl11v11gh/!llf 

The lower bound. (53). 011 Pb for the divided model suggests a limit on the maximum inrut rate of 

the original model. In the divided model, Pb is the probability that at a randomly selected point in time 

at least one of the buffers has at least (log2 N)/J packets. J\s was discussed earlier. it seems reasonable to 

assume that input rates that imply a high Pb in the divided model can not be supported in the original 

model. However, this docs not place a strong constraint on the input rate of the original model. From 

relation (53). we know that if we want Pb in the divided model to be less than some value then we must 

(a IN) 
choose IN such that 1 - c 150 is less than that value. As N goes to infinity, if a goes to zero and IN ~ 

(a/N) (a IN) 
1then1 - c 150 goes to zero. As N goes to infinity, if a goes to infinity and IN ~ 1 then 1 - e 150 

goes to one. Thus to find an upper bound on IN in the divided model for a particular· Pb in the limit as 

N goes to infinity, we assume that a approaches a consta,t1t independent of N. In such a case, equation 

(50) implies that a approaches 2-1/(lOOB >. The corresponding value of IN can be deduced from the 

equation, a 1N =-= .25 + .75a 100. For example, if B is equal to five then a must be less than 2-1/SOO. 

2- ll500 is approximately equal to .998615. This implies an upper bound on IN of 73. For comparison, 

the upper bound on IN implied for B equal to one is 67, the bound for B equal to two is 71, and the 

bound for B equal to ten is 74. Obviously, these upper bounds arc close to the upper bound of 75 placed 

by the fact that, as was discussed in the description of the original model, a probabilistic sink of this 

section can only accept packets at an average rate of .75 packets per unit time. 

In fact, it seems that if the buffers of the original model have at least modest si1c then the average 

input rate of the model can be close to the average rate at which packets can be removed from the buffer 

of a probabilistic sink. We have simulated the original model for several buffer sizes. The model was 

simulated with both 512 probabilistic sinks and with 1024 probabilistic sinks. A simulation run was made 

for each combination of model width and buffer size. In each run, the deterministic source was capable 

of generating a packet in each time unit that the source was not blocked. Thus, the rate at which packets 
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were generated by the source was detennined by blocking. The buffers in the model were full <ll the 

beginning of each run. For each run. we measured the number of packets that were generated by the 

deterministic source during the run. The results arc shown in Table I. hir each combination of model 

width and buffer size. the average rate at which packets were generated is listed. ;\scan be seen from the 

table. the result'> for 512 sinks arc close to the results for 1024 sinks. For both sets of results, the average 

input rates arc not far from .75 packets per unit time for even modest buffer sizes. 

Thus, our study of t11c original model suggests that slow routers of t11e last stage in an indirect 

n-cubc network do not place a severe constraint on the t11foughput of tllc network. 

The Stationary Distribution for the Divided Model 

We now return to t11e detailed analysis of tlle divided model in order to show the bounds, (37) and 

(38), on any stationary distribution for the divided model. 

Since direct analysis of MC D, the Markov chain for tlle divided model, seems difficult, we 

indirectly analyze it by comparing it to two simpler chains. The first of t11esc chains eliminates the first 

100 states of the original chain since we arc primarily interested in tlle later states of tlle original chain. 

The second chain is easier to analyze than the first chain and gives information about the first chain and 

the original chain. We introduce each of these chains and show tlle the relation between t11c stationary 

Table I. Simulation of the Model of the Effect of the Last Stage 

B 

av. in for 512 Probabilistic Sinks 

av. in for 1024 Probabilistic Sinks 

1 

50.8 

50.7 

2 

64.0 

63.5 

3 

67.6 

67.6 

5 

70.6 

70.6 

10 

72.6 

72.8 
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distributions of each and the stationary distributions of A/CD. the Markov chain for the divided model. 

We obtain the stationary distribution for the second chain and use it to bound the stationary distribution 

The Markov chain A!C DI shown in Figure 15 is very similar to the chain for tlle divided model 

with the exception that the states le~s than 100 have been removed. For 100 S i S 199-/N, wrap ( i) is 

equal to the smallest j such that for some integer k, k IN + i - 100 + IN = j and j ~ 100. wrap ( i) 

is the first state greater than or equal to 100 that would be reached after a transition down from state i. 

We use the notation p D 1 ( i ,j) to refer to the probability of a transition to state j given that the chain is in 

state i. A stationary distribution, P DIS, for the chain is a distribution such that PD 1 S ( i), the 

probability that the chain is in state i, is given by the equation 

(57) 

We refer to (57) as the equilibrium equation for PD!s(i). The equilibrium equations of MCDI· arc 

Fig. 15. Jll/CDJ 
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\Cry si111iL1r to the equilibrium cqu;1lio11~ of the di~idcd model. 

This simil<lrity can be seen more clearly if PnsUN) through Pns (99), the st;1tionary probabilities 

for states less than 100 in the divided model, arc eliminated from the equilibrium equations of the divided 

model. We can eliminate PnsUN) by using the equation for PnsUN) to substitute for PnsUN) in 

the remaining equations. This process can be continued for PosUN + 1) through Pn.~·(99). The 

resulting equation for P DS ( i) for each i 2 lOO corresponds directly to the equilibrium equation for 

PnisU). In particular, if we take the equation for PDs( i) and map PvsU) to PnisU) for each J 2 

100, we obtain an equation which is identical to the equilibrium equation for P IJ 1 S ( i ). From this we 

can conclude that for any stationary distribution P DS for the Markov chain A!C D, the chain for the 

divided model, there exists a stationary distribution P DJS for the Markov chain MC f)J such that for 

conclude that c 1 
.._, J> ( . ) and that 
~ i 2100 DS I 

PD I s· ( i) ::::: :;: l p ( ") plJS ( i) · 
' j 2100 DS J 

(58) 

The chain MC 02 shown in Figure 16 is related to MC DJ and is therefore also related to AIC D, 

the chain for the divided model. We examine MCD2 because it is related to MC D and because, as we 

shall sec later, the stationary distribution for MC /) 2 is easy to determine since there is a simple geometric 

relationship among the probabilities of the various states. We use the notation p D2 ( i ,j) to refer to the 

probability of a transition to state j given that the chain is in state i. If a is such that a 1N ::::: .25 + 

.75a lOO then 

and 

( . ") - 75 (j-100)(_!.:Q_) Pn2 I,) - . a JN 

PJJ2 (i,i+IN)::::: .25 

Pn2(i,i-IOO+IN)::::: .75 

1-a 
for 100~ i <199-IN and 100~} ~99+ IN, 

for i2100, 

for i 2 200- / N, 

otherwise. 
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(59) 

The stationary distribution P DlS for the Markov chain MCD2 is the distribution such that P DlS (i ), 

the probability that the chain is in state i, is given by the equation 

(60) 

TI1e transitions of the chain MC Dl arc similar to those of the chain MC D 1 . Many of the possible 

transitions of MC Dl have the same probabilities as the corresponding transitions of MC DI. In 

particular, 

PD2(i,i+IN) = PD/(i,i+IN) = .25 fori>lOO 

and 

PD2(i,i-100+1N) = PLJ/(i,i-100+/N) = .75 for i '?..200·/N. 

(61) 

The transitions of 1'.IC/)2 from i to j where 100 ~ i ~ 199-!N and 100 ~ j ~ 99+ !N differ from the 
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corresponding transitions of MC/) 1 . But. for any i such that 100 ::=:; i ~ 199- / N, 

L j = 100 to 99+ IN PJJ2(i ,j) = 2 J = 100 to 99+ IN Pf)J ( i ,j) = (.75) · (62) 

We show that any stationary distribution /'DIS for the chain MC/)/ is related to the stationary 

distribution P D2S for the chain MC D2 . 

Proposition. 

(63) 

and 

(64) 

Proof This can be seen by comparing the operation of the two chains during a long period of time. For 

the purpose of discussion, we define I' DI ( t. i) to be the probability that chain MC D 1 is in state i at 

time t. We define P !)2 (t, i) to be the probability that chain MC D2 is in state i at time t. We assume 

thatforall i~l00,Pn1 (l, i)iscqualtol'n2 (1, i)andisalsocqualtoPD/S(i)whcrcPD/S is the 

given stationary distribution for the chain MC DJ. 

We show a relationship between PDJ and Pn2 that exists for all t. Using this. we show a similar 

relationship between PD/S• the given stationary distribution for the chain MCDI, and Pn2s, the 

stationary distribution for the chain MC n2 . 

and 

In particular, we show by induction on I that for all / >O and j ~ 100 

'ii=lOOto)+!N-lPD2(t, i)~ Li=lOOtojPD1(t, i) 

'i i = l 00 to j + l N - l p /)I ( 1 ' i ) ~ 'i i = l 00 to j p J) 2 (I • i ) · 

(65) 

(66) 

Clearly. these relations hold for I = 1. We show the case for I> I by considering the transitions of each 

chain. From the transitions of the chain MCJ) 1 , it can be shown that for I> l and j ~ 100 that 
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and that 

or 
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'L i = I 00 to j I' f)f (t · i ) 

~-75 Li=l00to 199-/N l'f)f(t-l, i) 

+ ·25 'L i = 100 to j-IN 1'm (t-l, i) 

+ ·75 Li=200-IN toj+lOO-IN l'f)f(l-l, i) 

Li= 100 to j p DI (I· i) 

~-75 Li=l00toj+l00-IN PDl(l-l, i) 

+ ·25 Li=l00toj-IN PDl(l-l, i), 

L i = 100 to j + IN -1 p DI ( 1 • i ) 

= ·75 Li=l00tol99-/N Pn1U·l, i) 

+ ·25 L i = 100 to j-1 PD/ (t-1, i) 

+ ·75 Li=200-IN toj+99 Pn1U·I, i) 

2 i=l00toj+/N-l Pn1(t, i) 

= .75Li=100toJ+99 Pn1<1·l, i} 

+ ·25 Li=100toj-l Pn1U-l, i). 

Similarly, from the transitions of the chain MCD2 it can be shown fort >O and j 2 lOO that 

Li=lOOtoj PD2(l, i) 

~·75 Li=l00toj+l00-!N PIJ2(t-l, i) 

+ ·25Li=100toj-!N PD2(t-l, i). 

and that 

"L i = 100 to j +IN -1 p D2 (I, i) 

= ·752 i=100 to j +99 P/)2(1-l, i) 

+ ·252 i=100 to j-l PD2(1·1, i) · 

(67) 

(68) 

(69) 

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 

Thus. given the hypothesis of induction we can conclude that the cksired relations, (65) and (66}, hold for 
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1>1. i\s a result. we can conclude th~1t the desired re' 1i.:;1<; hold for all t>O. In other words, for t>O and 

j~lOO 

L i = 100 to j + IN -l p IJ 2 ( / · i ) ~ L i = 100 to j I'/)/ (I · i) (7J) 

and 

(74) 

Since PDl(t, i) equals PDIS(i) for t>O where PDis is the stationary distribution chosen 

above for the chain MC D 1 and since in the limit as t goes to infinity P /)2 ( t, i) goes to P DL"i ( i) where 

I' D2s is the stationary distribution for the chain MC /)2 , we can conclude that 

(75) 

and 

Li=lOOtoj+IN-1 Pn1s(i) ~ Li=lOOtoj Pn2sU). (76) 

This ends the discussion of the proposition. I 

We can relate any stationary distribution P DS for MC D, the chain for the divided model, to the 

stationary distribution P n2s for the chain MC Dl. 

Proposition. 

Li=lOOtoj+IN-1 (!Nl75)Pn2s(i) ~ 'Li:-=lOf}toj Pns(i) 

and 

Li=lOOtoj+IN-1 Pvs(i) ~ Li=lOOtoj (!Nl75)Pn2sU> 

for j~lOO (77) 

for j~lOO. (78) 

Proof. From (58), we know that for any stationary distribution P DS for MC D there exists a stationary 

distribution PDIS for the chain MC DI such that for i ~ 100 

Pv1s·(i) = 'L 1 P ( .)Pvc·(i). (79) 
• j~lOO /JS l .J 

Since the long term average rate of packets out of a bufTer of the divided model must equal the rate in, 

.75('Li>IOO PnsU>> = IN/100. Thus, 
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PnsU) = (IN/75)1'/J/S(i) for i;?: 100 . (80) 

Given the relationship hctwccn any stationary distribution for 1\!CIJI and the stationary distribution for 

MCn2 . we can conclude that 

Li=lOOtoj+IN-1 (INl7S)PD2s(i);?: Li=lOOtoj P/Js(i) 

and 

Li=lOOtoj+IN-1 PDs(i);?: Li=lOOtoj (INl7S)I'D2sU) 

This ends the discussion of the proposition. I 

for j;?: 100 (81) 

for j;?: 100 . (82) 

The stationary distribution for the chain MC Dl can be easily obtained. The equilibrium equations 

for MC D2 are 

p D2S ( i} = .75PD2S (i + lOO-IN) + .75a(i-lOO)( l-f N )(LJ· = 100 to 199-/N p D2S ())) 
1-a 

f Ul 100:::; i :S;99 +IN 

and 

for i;?:lOO+IN 

(83) 

where 

O<a<l 

and a is the root in this range of the equation 

a 1N = .25 + .75a100. 

From the equilibrium equations, it can be shown that 

P ( ·)- i-100/> (100) D2S 1 - a D2S for i>lOO. (84) 

Since L i;?: 100 P DlS ( i) = 1, we can conclude that 

P DlS (100) = (1-a). (85) 

Thus. 

(86) 
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i:i·om (8(l). the solution for tile station<1ry Ji..,trihution l'JJlS for the ch;iin i\!C/Jl. anJ (81) and 

(82). the rebtions between I' /)JS and any stationary distribution l'DS for the chain of the divided 

moJcl, we can conclude that 

( l-c1 .i -I 00 + IN )(IN 17 5) 2 L i = 100 to j p JJ.">' ( i ) for )2100 (87) 

and 

. '-99 ~i=IOOto)+IN-l l'Ds( 1 )2(1-al )(/N/75) for J2100 (88) 

where 

O<a<l 

and 

a 1N = .25 + .75a 100. 

2.1.3.4 Interaction of Stages 

In the following paragraphs, we examine the interaction of routers of different stages. In the 

previous par<1graphs, we examined the effect of conflict at one router when conflict at all other routers 

was ignored, and we examined the effect of conflict in a given stage of routers when conflict in all other 

stages was ignored. Now we consider the effect of the interaction of routers in various stages of the 

network. 

The discussion has two parts. 

In the first part. we consider all the routers along a given path through the network. The diffusion 

of packet flow that occurs along such a path due to the interaction of routers of the path seems to be one 

of the primary factors constraining the overall network throughput. We examine the interaction of 

routers along a path by ignoring conflict at routers that arc not on the path. /\s we shall sec, the 

interaction of routers along an infinitely long path still allows a nonzero flow into the path. Since this 

type of interaction between stages represents the strongest constraint on overall network throughput that 
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we find. our study of such interaction suggests that the nonn.ili1cd throughrut of the indirect n-cuhc 

network approaches a no111cro .isymptotc as the size of the network goes lo infinity. 

In the second part of the discussion. we consider the interaction of routers in a tree of the network. 

The interaction among such routers can be quite complex. We examine one particular type of interaction. 

While this interaction docs not seem to have an important effect on the overall throughput of the 

network, it may cause a few of the routers connected to the network inputs to be slow fl)r a long period of 

time. 

Interaction of Routers Along a Network Path 

We study the flow of packets along a typical path of the indirect n-cube network using the model 

shown in Figure 17. The model _represents a path through the network. The model allows us to study the 

effect of conflict at routers along the path in the absence of conflict at other routers. We first describe the 

model, then we analyze it using simulation. 

Model of a Network Path 

The mo<.kl rctlects the interaction of the routers along a path of the indirect n-cubc network. ·n1e 

model ignores the interaction in the network between a router on the path and any router not on the path. 

The model contains a sequence of 2-input 2-output nodes. The nodes of the model represent the routers 

along the network path. As shown in Figure 17, the first output of each node of the model. except the last 

node, is connected to the first input of the next node. The second output of each node is connected to a 

perfect sink. The second input of each node is connected to a probabilistic source. The first input of the 

first node is connected to a probabilistic source. The first output of the last node is connected to a perfect 

sink. The cunnections of the second input and second output of each node represent the connections of 

the corresponding router of the network to routers not on the path. The probabilistic source connected to 
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Fig. 17. Model ofa Network Path 
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the second input of the node provides a steady flow of packets into the node. The rate of flow can be 

adjusted to equal the average flow into the corresponding input of the corresponding router. The perfect 

sink connected to the second output can not block. Thus, congestion in the model can be caused only by 
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rnnnict in the nodes a11d rcrrcsents Lile rnngl'stion along the network path clue to conflict in the routers 

of the path. 

Each node of the model has a buffer on each of its inputs. The buffer 011 the first input has size B. 

The size of the buffer on the second input is several times H. The long buffer of the second input ensures 

that short term variations of the node do not affect the probabilistic source connected to the input. 

The operation of each node of the model is similar to the operation of a router in the indirect 

n-cubc network. Each packet entering the node is assigned a one bit tag which determines its route 

through the node. The tag is randomly selected with zero and one being equally likely. If the tag is zero, 

the packet must leave on the first output of the node. If the tag is one, the packet must leave on the 

second output of the node. In each unit of time, the node attempts to transfer a packet from each of its 

input buffers. For each input buffer, the node attempts to transfer the first packet, the packet that 

entered the buffer first, to the output that corresponds to its tag. The packet is transferred if the buffer 

connected to the desired output is not full, and if there is no conflict from the other input buffer or if the 

packet wins the arbitration of the conflict. In the case of conflict, the node randomly selects a packet to 

transfer. The two possible choices arc equally likely. The node will transfer at most one packet from each 

of the input bu ffcrs in a unit of time. 

The probabilistic sources and perfect sinks used in this model arc similar to the corresponding 

devices used in the previous paragraphs. The probabilistic sources produce packets. If the input buffer 

connected to a probabilistic source is not full at the beginning of a time unit then with some probability 

the probabilistic source places an additional packet in the buffer. The probabilistic source connected to 

the first input of the first node generates packets with probability IN. The probabilistic sources 

connected to the second inputs of the nodes generate packets with probability SI. The perfect sinks 

never block and accept packets at whatever rate they arc presented. 
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We use simulation of the model to study the effect of conllict in a randomly selected network path 

on the rate at which packets can enter the first router of Lhe path. In this section, we describe the 

simulation of the model. discuss the implications of the simulation results, and compare the simulation 

results for the model to simulation results for the complete indirect n-cube network. 

We run the simulation in such a way that we can use the results of the simulation to draw 

conclusions about the limit that conflict in a randomly selected network path places on the rate at which 

packets can enter the first router of the path. In the model, we set IN to 1. We examine the rate at which 

packets enter the first input of the first node as a function of the value of SI. We find a value such that 

when SI is set to the value, the rate at which packets enter the first input of the first node is also equal to 

the value. We refer to this value as the maximum input rate for the model. The maximum input rate for 

the model in some sense represents the limit that conflict in a randomly selected network path places on 

the rate at which packets can enter the first router of the path, if conflict elsewhere in the network is 

ignored and if it is assumed that each network input receives the same input rate. 

We have simulated t11c model for several values of R and for several path lengths. The maximum 

input rate for each case is shown in Table II. It should be noted that the values listed arc percentages and 

that only values with whole percentage points were used in the simulation. 

The model suggests that the effect of conflict in a randomly selected path increases with the length 

of the path. The maximum input rate for the model decreases as the length of the model increases. Each 

node can block all earlier nodes. Nodes at the beginning of a long path can be blocked by any of the later 

nodes. Thus, the maximum input rate for t11e model of a long path is less t11an the maximum input rate 

for the model of .i short path. 
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Table II. Simulation of the Model of a Network Path 

B =5 length maximum input rate 
128 59 
64 60 
32 61 
16 63 
8 64 
4 67 
2 71 

B =3 128 50 
64 51 
32 54 
16 56 
8 59 

However, the model suggests that for very long paths the effect of conflict increases very slowly 

with path length. The chance in the model of a long path that all of the buffers between a late node and 

an early node arc full is small. The chance that a conflict in the late node blocks the early node is small. 

While we will not discuss this issue in detail, we expect that the maximum input rate for the model 

approaches a nonzero asymptote as the length of the model goes to infinity, As is shown in Table H, 

128-node models were simulated. We expect that the maximum input rates for the 128-nodc models are 

dose to the maximum input rates for infinite length models. 

The limit of the input rate of a randomly selected network path implies a limit on the overall 

throughput of a network. Clearly, we do not expect the total throughput of a network to be greater than 

the width of the network times the maximum input rate of a randomly selected network path. For most 

networks, this limit is stronger than any of the other limits studied so far. For example, this limit is 

usually stronger than Lhc limit placed by the slowest router in the last stage when conflict in other stages is 

ignored. However, it is important to note that this limit docs not rule out high throughput for very large 



!let works. The ratio of this limit to the number o!' network inputs approachc-; a non1cro ;1sy111ptotc as the 

~i1c of the ncl\\ ork goes to infinity. 

We have not found any factors that place a significantly stronger constraint on network throughput 

than the interaction of routers along network paths discussed in the previous paragraphs. This suggests 

that the normalized throughput, throughput divided hy the number of network inputs. of the indirect 

n-cuhc network approaches a nonzero asymptote as the size of the network goes to infinity. 

For comparison. complete indirect n-cube networks were simulated. The results arc shown in Table 

III. While the simulation results do not clearly indicate the normalized throughput of networks of infinite 

size, the nonnalizcd throughputs of the networks simulated arc consistent with the results of the model 

above since the normalized throughput of each complete network is less but not drastically less than the 

normalized throughput of the corresponding model. 

Interaction of Routers in a Tree 

In the following paragraphs, we consider the interaction of routers in a tree of routers in an indirect 

n-cube network. The interaction among such routers can he quite complex. We examine one particular 

type of interaction and its effect on the behavior of the network. While this interaction docs not seem to 

Table HI. Complete Network Simulation 

B =5 

d l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

N 2 4 8 16 32 128 64 256 512 1024 2048 

normalized .749 .681 .643 .617 .598 .583 .571 .562 .553 .548 .542 
throughput 
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have an important effect on the ovcr;ill Lhrnughput of the network. this interaction may cause a few of the 

routers connected to the network inputs to be slow for a long period of time. 

The effect of this interaction is important in networks of modest si1c, networks v.ith less than 10 

stages. i\s was mentioned above, this interaction may cause a few of the network inputs to be slow for a 

long period of time. We develop a model for this interaction, use the model to estimate its effect, and 

check our estimate by simulating the whole network. Our model suggests that if this type of interaction 

occurred in arbitrarily large trees, its effect would asymptotically grow as the square of the depth of the 

network. [n fact, this interaction only occurs in trees of modest size, but it is strong enough to cause the 

input rate for the slowest input of a network with eight or nine stages to be less than half the expected 

input rate for a randomly selected input for a period of forty units of time. 

The type of interaction discussed in the previous paragraph is less important in very large networks, 

networks whose depths arc much greater than 10 stages. Since that type of interaction docs not occur in 

very large trees, other factors become more important for very large networks. We briefly consider one of 

these factors. For very large networks, as we shall sec, this factor implies that the slowest input router 

requires greater than c9n/(log2 n) time to accept 3B packets where c9 is a constant, B is the buffer size, 

and n is Lhe depth of the network. 

Trees in Networks of Alodest Size 

In a network of modest size, we examine a particular interaction of routers in a d-stagc tree whose 

leaves arc connected to the network inputs. We select a router of the n-d th stage from the final stage of 

the network where n is the depth of the network. We refer to this router as the root router of the tree. 

We consider the tree composed of the root router and all of the routers that can direct packets to that 

router as shown in Figure 18. We refer to Lhe routers of the tree in the d-1 st stage from the root router as 

the leaf routers of the tree. Below. we study the time required by the slowest leaf router to accept c1/J 2 
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Fig. 18. d·Stage Tree in a n·Stage Network 
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packets where B is the size of the input buffers of the routers and c1 is a constant. We do this using a 

model of the tree. We introduce the model and analyze it in order to estimate the time required for the 

slowest leaf router of the model to accept c1B2 packets. We use simulation to compare our estimate to 

the performance of the model and to compare our estimate to the performance of the d-stage tree. 

We assume that conflict in other parts of the network affects the tree only at the root router. It 

seems likely that the leaf routers accept packets more quickly with this assumption than without it. Thus, 

we make this assumption in order to estimate an upper bound on the rate at which the slowest leaf router 

accepts packets. 



We ;issurne that the links co11nectcJ lo the outputs of the root router accept packets very slowly. 

We assume that the inputs of the network arc conncctcJ to perfect sources that supply packets as quickly 

as they can be accepted. We assume that n. the depth of the network. is no more than 10. We assume 

that the rate at which packets can be accepted from the outputs of the root router is limitcJ by conflict in 

the later stages of the network and is less than t11c rate at which the root router can supply packets. 

W c arc interested in t11c behavior of the tree after the network has been in operation for some 

period of time. We randomly choose a point in time after the network has been in operation for a long 

time. We examine the duration of the shortest period beyond that point such that during the period each 

leaf router of the d-stagc tree of the network accepts c1 B 2 packets where B is the size of the input 

buffers of the routers and c1 is a constant. 

Mode! of a d -stage Tree 

In order to estimate the duration of this period, we study the model of a d-stage tree shown in 

Figure 19. The characteristics of the model correspond for the most part Lo t11c assumptions that we made 

above. The characteristics of the model are such that it seems reasonable to assume tlrnt the model will 

lead to a lower bound on the duration of the period. We reti::r to the model as the d-stagc special tree or 

simply me d-stage special. 

'foe d-stagc special is composed of routers, probabilistic sinks, perfect sinks, and perfect sources as 

shown in Figure 19. The routers operate in a manner similar to that of t11c routers of the network. Both 

of the outputs of the root router arc connected to probabilistic sinks. Each probabilistic sink has an input 

buffer of size /J. If the input buffer of a probabilistic sink is not empty at t11e beginning of a time unit 

t11en with probability c2 the sink removes a packet from the buffer where c2 is a small constant. Each 

router of the tree except the root has one output connected to another router of the tree and one output 

connected to a perfect sink. W c refer to the routers of the tree in the d-1 st stage from the root router as 
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Fig. 19. d·Stagc Special 
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the leaf routers of the tree. The inputs of the leaf routers arc connected to perfect sources that produce 

packets as quickly as they can be accepted. 

Analysis of the Model 

We examine the behavior of the d-stage special after it has been in operation for some period of 

time. We randomly choose a point in time after the d-stagc special has been in operation for a long 

period. W c cx;unine the behavior of the d-stagc special after that point. 
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We arc interested in the time required after the selected point for the slowest leaf router· to ;icccpt a 

total of c1IJ 2 packets. For the purpose of discussion, we refer to this time as the slowest leaf router 

acceptance time, T d. As before, we use the notation F [x] to refer to the expected value of x. Below. we 

estimate a lower bound on f:'[T dl· We refer to this estimate as estT d· We develop a recursive definition 

for estT d. The definition is given in equations 99-101. For large d. as we shall sec, estT d grows as the 

square of d. We arc primarily interested in estT d for d < 10 since we expect the type of interaction 

modeled by the d-stagc special to occur only in trees of depth < 10. As is shown below in Table IV, 

estT d grows rapidly even ford in this range. 

In order to make the desired estimate of E [T d l. the expected value of the slowest leaf router 

acceptance time, we consider the behavior of one router from each stage. In each stage, we select the 

tvut-::r tlie:Lt <i1...::~pt:> tl1e: sm<ilkst iiuwll\.:1 uf 1.hld,d~ i11 the T d unit pc1iod Juring wirich thl! siowl!si. il!af 

router accepts c1B 2 packets. For 0 ~ i < d, we refer to the selected router of the i th stage from the 

root router as the i th intermediate. For 0 ~ i < d, we define numb packets~ to be the number of 

packets accepted by the i th intermediate in the T d period. ln order to estimate F [nwnbpackets ~ J, the 

expected value of 11w11bpackets ~· we consider E [numbpackets ~ -l l - E [nwnbpackets ~ J for each value of 

i such that 0 < i < d and we make use of the fact that E [numbpackets ~ -l l is equal by definition to c1IJ 2. 

We use h'[numbpackets ~ l. the expected number of packets accepted during the period by the root 

router, to estimate E [T d l. the expected length of the period. We argue that E [11u111bpackets ~ l is big and 

then assuming that it is big we argue that E[T dl is big. 

For each value of i such that 0 < i < d, we estimate E [11umbpackets ~ -l l - E [numbpackets J l. the 

diftcrcncc between the expected number of packets accepted by the i-1 st intermediate and the expected 

number of packets accepted by the i th intermediate, by considering the i-1 st intcnncdiatc and the two 

routers connected to its inputs as shown in Figure 20. For the purpose of discussion, we refer to the 

routers connected to the inpuL'i of the i-1 st intcnncdiate as the input routers. We consider the operation 
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Fig. 20. i ·I st Intermediate and input Routers 
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of these components in the T d unit period after the selected point in time. 

The packet tags examined by each of the input routers correspond to a Bernoulli process and the 

packet tags examined by one of the input routers arc independent of the packet tags examined by the 

other input router, and we use these facts in the following paragraphs to estimate a lower bound on 

!'.' [11u111bpackets 1~ - l] - E [nwnbpackcts ~]. We argul.! that during the period one input router is likely to 

receive a larger fraction of packets labeled for the i · l st intermediate than the other input router receives. 

W c then argue that during the period one of the input routers is likdy to accept a 5malkr total number of 

packets than the other input router accepts. Since the number of packets accepted during the period by 

the i th intermediate can be no more than the number accepted hy the slower input router of the i · l st 

intermediate, we estimate a lower bound on F[n11111bpackets ,~-l] · /:"[11u111bpackets (~]by estimating the 

difference between F [nu111bpackets 1~ • l J and the expected number of packets accepted during the period 

by the slower input router of the i · l st intermediate. 
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For Lhe purpose of Jiscussiun. 1vc dcli11e some not<1tion. We <1rbitr<Jrily orJer the i111111/ routers. 

Fork = 1 and k = 2, we refer to Lhe following quantities, 

I' A k. the number of p;1ckcts accepted during the period by tlic k th input router, 

TP A k. the number of packets accepted during the period by the k th i11pu1 router that arc tagged 

for the i -1 st intermediate, 

TPO k, the number of packets output during the period by the k th input router that arc tagged for 

the i -1 st in tcrmcdiatc, 

MPA, the minimum of PA 1 and PA 2, 

TPA 'k, the number of packets that arc in the first Al PA packets accepted by the k tJ1 input router 

and that arc tagged for the i -1 st intermediate, 

f k• TPA k I PA k• 

and 

f'k, TPA 'k I MPA. 

We also define kmaxtpa to be equal to one if TPA '1 is greater than or equal to Tl'A ·2 and we define 

kmaxlpa to be equal to two otherwise. 

About half of tJ1c packets accepted during the period by an input router arc tagged for the i-1 st 

intermediate. The tag of each packet is independent of the tags on other packets. Thus, the tags on the 

packets accepted by the router can be considered to correspond to a Bernoulli process. The chance that a 

packet accepted by the router is tagged for the i-1 st intermediate is (.5). Thus for k = l and k = 2, 

!'.' [TP A' k ], the expected number of packets that arc in tJ1c first M PA p;ickcts accepted by the k tJ1 i11put 

router and tJ1at arc tagged for the i-1 st intermediate, is equal to (l/2)E [M PA]. 

However, since there arc two input routers and since the tags on packets received by the two input 

routers correspond to two independent Bcrnou 1li processes, 

h'[TPA'kmaxtpa]>(ll2)h'[MPA) + c3(H[MPA])l/2 (89) 
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fur some constant c3. 

Thus. /'.'[Tl'A kinaxlpal· the expected number of p<lckets accepted during the period by the 

k111axlpa th input router that arc tagged for the i-1 st intermediate, is greater than 

(112)!'.'[MPA] + c3(l'.'[MPA ]) 112 + (l/2)F[PA kmaxlpa - MPA]. (90) 

Assuming small deviations from the means. we assume that !'. [f kmaxlpa ], the expected value of 

TPA kmaxlpa I PA kmaxlpa, is greater than 

c4(f.'[MPA ])112 

1/2 + ,,.[/)I ] (91) 
c 1 kmaxtpa 

for some constant c4. We assume that H[PA kmaxtpa] - E [M PA]« E [PA kmaxtpa] and that as a result 

F [f kmaxtpa] > 112 + cs 112 for some constant c5. Thus, we assume that 
(E[PA kmaxtpaD 

TN ' , ] ' , r> -L c6 
,, lJ Kmaxtpa ' •· - ' , > 112 

(h [Tl A kmaxtpaD 

{92) 

for some constant c6. 

To simplify the discussion, we assume that the input buffers of the i-1 st intermediate remain non 

empty during the period. The motivation for this assumption can be seen by examining the operation of 

the tree during the period. We assumed earlier that the links connected to the outputs of the root router 

of the tree accept packets very slowly. ,n1Us, we assume that the root router accepts p<lckcts very slowly. 

We expect the i-1 st intcm1cdiatc to accept packets no more quickly than the root router since the i-1 st 

intcnnediatc is the slowest router of the i -1 st stage from the root. Thus, we assume that the input 

routers can supply packets quickly enough that the input buffers of the i-1 st intermediate remain non 

empty. 

Since we have assumed that the input buffers of the i-1 st intermediate remain non empty during 

the period, the number of packets removed from each of the input buffers of the i-1 st intcrmcdi;1tc 

during the period is independent of the tag bits examined by the input routers and is thus independent of 

k111axtpa. and these facts can be used to bound F [Tl'O kmaxtpa ]. the expected number of packets 
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output Ju ring the perioJ by the k111a.\/f)(J th 111/Jfl/ router th;1l arc tagged for the 1- l st intermediate. The 

expected 11un1ber of packets removed during the period from the /.:11u1x//){l th input buffer of the i-l st 

intermediate is (l/2)F[11u111b/h1c/.:e1s 1~-l]. However, the number of packets in the k1110.\lfhl th input 

buffer of the i-1 st intermediate at the end of the period may depend on the tag bits examined by the 

k111ax1pa th i11pu1 router during the period. Thus, the following relation holds for/:' [TPO knwxtpa ], 

(112)/:'[11w11bpackcts/J-ll-IJ ~ !'.'['Tl'O klllaxtpal ~ (112)!'.'[numbpackcts/J- 1]+/J. (93) 

Based on the arguments of the previous paragraphs, we estimate a lower bound on 

L' [nwnbpackcts s- l] - r:· [11u111bpackcts d ], the difference between the expected number of packets 

accepted during the period by the i -1 st intermediate and the expected number of packets accepted 

during the period by the i th intermediate. Clearly, E[TPA klllaxtpa1' the expected number of packets 

than or equal to F[TPO klllaxlpa] + 211. From (93) 

(ll2)H[11umbpackcts s-l]+ R and E[f kmaxtpa] > 112 + 

and (92), we have F[TPO klllaxlpa] ~ 

c6 . 
. _ 

112 
. Assum mg small 

(/: (7 p A kmaxtpa]) 

deviations from the means, we assume that E[PA kmaxtpal 

that 

F[TPA kmax!pal , . 
= F[f I . fhus, we conclude 

, kmaxtpa 

E [PA kmaxtpa] < c6 (94) 

112+ , . 1/2 
(/: 17 p A kmaxtpa D 

H[TPA k111axtpal 

(1!2)H[n11111bpackfls s-1]+3/J 
E [PA k111ax1pa l < c (95) 

112+ 6 . 
(( l/2)E [11w11/Jpackets /J" 1] + J IJ) 112 

c(: F[numbpackcts 1
1· - I] 

311 - 1 
. ( 

(( l !2)/:'[11u111bpackets 
1
}" 

1J+3IJ) 112 

F[Ptl klllaxtpal< h'[nu111bpackets~-I] + c (96) 

112+ 6 ·- I 
((l/2)H[11w11bpackctsd 1]+3/J)1 2 

and 
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I . [ /> · ] / · [ k i - I ] 1. [ l i -1 J 1 /7 " 11 knwxtpu < " 11w11bpuc ·cts d -c]I " 1u1111 Jfluckcts d ) ~ (97) 

for some positive constant Cf Clearly, 1:'[11u111bpackcts d ], the expecteu number of packets accepted 

during the period by the i th intermediate, is no greater than the expected number of packets accepted 

during the period by the slower i11p111 router (the slower of the two routers connected to the inputs of the 

i -1 st intermediate) and thus is no greater than F [PA kmaxtpa]. Thus, /:' [11u111bpacke1s J -l] -

!'.' [nwnbpackets <~] > c7( F [11umbpackets j ·I]) 112. Since F[11u111bpackets ~ - l] > /:' [11w11bpackets j ], 
F [nu111bpacke1s J · 11- E [nu111bpackets j] > c7(F [11u111bpackets j]) 112 . (98) 

Based on the arguments of the previous paragraphs, we estimate a lower bound on 

E [11wnbpackets /t ], the expected number of packets accepted during the period by the i th intennediate. 

We use the notation estnpkts j to refer to the estimate for a lower bound on E[numbpackets ~]. We 

ddine cslnpkts J recursively. TI1e basis comes from the fact that, by the definition of the period, 

l:' [numbpackets ~ -1] is cq ual to c1B 2. The recursive step comes from the discussion of the previous 

paragraphs. Thus, we define 

cstnpkts ~ · l = c1B2 

and for 0 < i < d, 

estnpkts /t- l = est11pkts J + c7(estnpkts J) l/2. 

(99) 

(100) 

For very large values of d, estnpkts ?t grows roughly as the square of d: we arc primarily interested 

in values of d less than 10, but esll;pkts ~ also grows rapidly for d in this range. Below, we assume 

example values for c1. c7, and B, and compute estnpkts ?t for values of d less than 10. The results arc 

listed in Table IV. 

We use est11pkts ?t to estimate a lower bound on E (T d ]. the expected value of the slowest leaf 

router acceptance time. Since the 1croth intermediate, the root router, is expected to accept 

F [numbpackcts ~] packets during the period, we assume that it is expected to output greater than 
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( 112 )( F[11u111bpacket.1 ~] + c8( F [1111111bpackcts ~]) 112) packets on one of its ou tpll ts <luring the period for 

some constant c8. We assume that it takes (l/2)(1/c2 )(F[1111111bpackets~] + c8 (!:'[1111111bpockcts~]) 112) 

time for the probabilistic sink connected to that output to accept the packets where c2 is the parameter of 

the probabilistic sink. We use the notation estT d to refer to the estimate for a lower bound on F[T d]. 

We define 

estT d = ( 112)( 11 c2)( estnpkts ~ + cg(estnpkts ~) 112) . ( 101) 

J\s we shall ~cc in the example below, estT d' our estimated lower bound on the time require<l for 

the slowest leaf router to accept a total of c1B 2 packets, grows rapidly with d. J\s we shall see, estT d for 

d equal to nine may be several times the size of estT d ford equal to one. 

We use simulation to evaluate how well the behavior of a special tree COITe5ponds to our estimates, 

and how well the behavior of a tree in an indirect n-cubc network of modest si1c corresponds to the 

behavior of a special tree. J\s is discussed below, our simulations suggest that tl1c time required by the 

slowest leaf router of a d-stagc special to accept c1fl 2 packets grows at least as fast as estT d defined 

above ( 101 ). and our simulations suggest tl!clt tl1e slow leaf routers of a tree in an indirect n-cu be network 

of modest size arc at least as slow as the slow leaf routers of a special tree of corresponding size. 

We simulated special trees of various depths and examined the slowest leaf router of each tree in 

order to compare its behavior to our estimates. In the simulation, the size of tl1c buffers, 11, was equal to 

five. c2. the parameter of tl1c probabilistic sinks, was set to (.35). J\ simulation run was made for each 

tree depth. Each simulation run was divided into many periods. Each leaf router accepted more than 25 

packets during each period. For each period of each simulation run, tl1c time required by tl1c slowest leaf 

router to accept a total of 25 packets was measured. The average over all the periods of a simulation run 

was computed. The results of the simulation runs arc shown in Table IV. For each simulation run, the 
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Table IV. F\aluation of estT d 

d 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10 

Td from 36.3 45.g 51.l 61.l 79.5 sg.5 94. l 112.2 

simulation 

estT d 41.l 47.0 53.2 59.g 66.8 74.J g2. l 90.3 99.0 

estnpkts ~ 25.0 2g,g 32.9 37.2 41.9 46.g 52.0 57.5 63.2 69.3 

B =5, c1 B
2=25, c7=.76, c2=.35, cg=.76 

average time for the slowest leaf router and the depth of the tree, d, are listed. 

f<ur cu1111icui~u11 wiLh lhc ~µccid1 Ll1:1: si111ulaLiun rc~uils, we computed es1T d anci esmpk1s~ for 

various values of d. We assumed that c7 was equal to cg and that cg was equal to (.76) and we assumed 

that estnpkts~-l was equal to 25. The computed values arc listed in Table IV. The simulation results 

seem to grow at least as fast as estT d. 

We simulated complete indirect n-cubc networks of modest size in order to compare their slow 

input routers to the slow leaf routers of special trees. Networks with buffers of size one, two, and five 

were simulated. In the simulation, the outputs of the networks were connected to perfect sinks. A 

simulation nm was made for each combination of network depth and buffer size. For each buffer size, B, 

a value of c1 was selected. Each simulation run was divided into many periods such that each input 

router accepted more that c113 2 packets in each period. For each period of each simulation run, the time 

required by the slowest input router to accept a total of c1B2 packets was measured. The average over all 

the periods of a simulation run was computed. The results of the simulation rnns arc shown in Table V. 

For comparison with the complete networks. we performed additional simulation of special trees. 

We simulated special trees with the same buffer sites as the complete networks. We simulated a special 
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Ta hie V. Ernluation of the Special Tree i\1oclcl 

B =2 

n=d +4= 
d= 

r.~pslow 
(c2 = .23) 

4.6 

.38 

cl fl 2= 16 

B =5 

- Trnsiu w 10 .5 

c1B2/(2Tcnslow> .76 

/Ren /2n .74 

Tspslow 
(c2 = .23) 

c1 B
2=25 

Tens/ow 
2 

cl fl l(2Tcnslow) 

/Ren 12n 

r.\pslow 
(c2=.23) 

2 

7. l 

.28 

.31 

14.4 

.56 

.62 

3 

13.1 

.15 

.26 

19.1 

.42 

.54 

4 

15.1 

.13 

.23 

22.8 

.35 

.49 

28.7 

.44 

.62 

5 

22.6 

.09 

.21 

9.1 

30.3 

.26 

.46 

16.l 

31.7 

.39 

.60 

19.l 

6 
2 

28.0 

.07 

.20 

16.9 

33.4 

.24 

.43 

21.4 

35.0 

.36 

.58 

25.3 

7 
3 

43. l 

.05 

.18 

28.5 

39.7 

.20 

.41 

24.6 

42.4 

.29 

.57 

25.9 

8 
4 

47.2 

.04 

.17 

36.0 

15.6 

.18 

.40 

29.5 

50.6 

.25 

.56 

30.3 

where Tcnslow is the time required by the slowest input router of an indirect n·cube network 

to accept a total of c1fl 2 packets 

IR en is the average total input rate of an indirect n-cube network 

and Tspslow is the time required by the slowest leaf router of a d-stagc special 

to accept a total of c1B 2 packets 
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tree for each combination of depth and huff er si1.e. For each special tree simulated. if d was the depth of 

the special then we set the p<1ra111ctcrs of the special to correspond to the parnmetcrs of a (d +4)-stagc 

network with the same buffer size and with its outputs connected to perfect sinks. We did this in order to 

evaluate how well the d-stage special represented d-stage trees in the first J st;1ges of a (d +4)-stage 

network as shown in Figure 21. As was discussed earlier, the behavior of a special tree is intended tu 

represent the behavior of a tree in the first stages of a complete network. We chose to compare the 

d-stage special to d-stage trees of a (d +4)-stage complete network. While the exact choice of d +4 was 

not critical, it was important to consider a network that corresponded to the assumptions of the special 

trees. In particular, it was important to consider a network large enough that the rate at which packets 

Fig. 21. d·Stage Tree in a (d +4)-Stage Network 

d+4 

-r r-~-~ -:-~---- ----- ----------- -----------------
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were <1ccepted fn1111 the roots of the d-st;1ge trees in the !irst d stages of the network was low. The value 

of c1 used for the ~pecial was e4ual to the value of c1 used for the complete network. The value of c2. the 

parameter of the probabilistic sinks of the special. was selected to roughly correspond to the rate at which 

packets could be accepted by an input of a router of the third from the last stage of the complete network. 

We estimated this rate by considering a four stage complete network with the same buffer size and with 

its outputs connected to perfect sinks. and by measuring the average rate at which its inputs could accept 

packets. A simulation run was made for each special tree. Each simulation run was divided into many 

periods such that if B was the buffer size, each leaf router accepted more than c113 2 packets in each 

period. For each period of each simulation run, the time required by the slowest leaf router to accept a 

') 
total of c1 B - packets was measured. The average over all the periods of a simulation run was computed. 

The results arc listed in Table V. The simulation results for the special trees do not seem to grow any 

faster than the simulation results for the corresponding complete networks. 

Table V also lists simulation results that can he used to compare the input rate of the slowest input 

router of an indirect n-cube network to the total input rate of the network. For each simulation rnn, the 

table lists c1iJ 2 divided by twice the average, over all of the periods of the run, of the time required by 

the slowest input router to accept c1B 2 packets. This quotient gives an indication of the rate at which the 

slowest input router accepts packets on each of its inputs. For each simulation run, the table also lists the 

average total input rate of the indirect n-cubc network divided by the number of network inputs. These 

results suggest that the input rate of the slowest input of an indirect n-cubc network can be several times 

slower than the expected input rate of a randomly selected input. 

Trees in Ve1y I.arge Networks 

In very large indirect n-cube networks, n much larger tJ1an 10, the interaction between a large tree 

and the rest of the network docs not correspond to the assumptions that we made for modest trees in 

modest networks, n less than 9. In a very large tree, as shown in Figure 22, conflict in the earlier stages of 
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the tree c1uscs routcr-. in thc bter st:igcs to reccive pi!• 'Tt" very slowly. Thc rate at which a router in one 

of thc later stages of the tree receives p;1ckets on its inputs is nut likely to be larger th<m the rate at which 

packets can be ;1ccepted frurn its outputs. The input buffers uf such a router may often be empty. As a 

result, the conclusions that we drew about the slow leaf routers of modest trees in modest networks do not 

hold for the slow leaf routers of very large trees in very large networks. Ford much larger than 10, we do 

not expect the slowest leaf router of ad-stage tree in an indirect n-cube network to require estT d time to 

accept c1 B
2 packets. We do not expect such a router to require time proportional to d 2 to accept c1H 2 

packets and es!T d is proportional to d 2. 

However, the time required by the slowest input router of a very large network to accept a constant 

number of packets is a function of the network's depth. In particular, if the depth of the network is n, we 

Fig. 22. d ·Stage Tree 

d 
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expect the slowest input router of Lhe network to require gre;1ter than (I c9n ) time to accept J/J packets 
og2 n 

for some constant c9. 

The motivation for this can be seen by considering the network and its operation. For the purpose 

of discussion, we define 
c n 

K - 9 
- /3 (log2 n) · 

(102) 

We consider the routers in the (log2 K)-1 st stage from the network inputs. For the purpose of 

discussion, we refer to the (log2 K )-1 st stage from the network inputs as the selected stage. The network 

inputs can be divided into (N/ K) groups with K inputs in each group such that Lhe set of routers of the 

selected stage that can receive packets from one group of inputs is disjoint from the set of routers of the 

selected stage that can receive packets from any other group of inputs. 

We consider the operation of the network after some randomly chosen point in time ~rnd argue that 

wiLh high probability at least one of the inputs accepts less than c1B2 packets in a period of (I c9n ) units og2 n 

of time after the selected point. We define P to be the chance that the first 313 K packets to arrive on a 

group of inputs must pass on the same output of the same router of the selected stage. Thus, 

and 

p = K(l!K)3B K, 

p > (l!K)3B K, 

p 

(B(log2 n\3n K 
c9 
n31J K 

B(log2 n) 311 K 
( c9 ) 

(103) 

(104) 

(105) 

We define P' to be equal to the chance that, for at least one of the groups of inputs, the first 3H K packets 

recci ved by that group arc tagged for the same output of the same router of the selected stage. Thus, 

P' = 1-(1-P)N/K. (106) 

Using the Taylor series for logc(l-P ), 

P' = 1-e-(N/ K)(~ i = 1 to oo(ll i}P i >, (107) 
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> l-c-(N/K)P, ( 108) 

and 

p· = 1-c-cxp (109) 

where exp is equal to (N/ K )/>. Thus, 

exp = (N/ K)P 
H (log2 n) = (Nl-3c9)( )3/J K (l/K). 

C9 
(110) 

If c9 is much less than 113 and N is large then there is a good chance that for at least one group of inputs, 

all of the first 3 B K packets received by that group arc tagged for the same output of the same router of 

the selected stage. In such a case, since only IJ (2K -2) packets can be bufforc<l between that group of 

inputs and the output of the router of the selected stage, the operation of the router of the selected stage 

affects that group of inputs. Since there are K inputs in the group and since only one packet can be 

transferred per unit time on the output of the router of the selected stage, at least one of the inputs will 

accept less than 3B packets in a period of /3 K units of time. In other words, at least one of the inputs 
c n 

will accept less than 3/J packets in a period of (I 9 ) units of time. Thus, if c1 n is greater than three og2 n 

then at least one of the inputs will accept less than c1B 2 packets in a period of (I c9n ) units of time. og2 n · 

2.3 Networks for Systems with Localized Communication 

Many localized communication patterns can be supported with networks that arc less complex than 

the uniform communication networks described above. There arc, of course, a wide variety of localized 

communication patterns. While we have not done extensive work on this topic, we describe in this 

section an obvious family of network structures that seem appropriate for some important localized 

communication patterns. 

In the technologies of this chapter, there is a large class of systems such that each system can be 

supported by a network that has a cost linear in its number of input<;. Since we arc assuming in this 
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chapter that all wires IM\C the snme cost in<lependent of their length. the foctors affecting the cost of a 

network arc simply the number and complexity of network nodes, ;md the number of interconnecting 

wires. If each source of packets in a given system generates packets for a number of destinations that is 

less than c where c is some constant independent of the total number of sources then the communication 

requirements of the system can be supported by a network with a number of nodes and wires 

proportional to the number of inpul~. Such a network can be constructed in the obvious way by 

associating a node with each input and a node with each output, and connecting each input node to the 

output nodes that correspond to possible destinations for packets from that input. The total cost of such a 

network is independent of the identity of the output nodes that must be connected to a given input node. 

It is important to note that this will not be the case in the technologies of the next chapter. 

Oi1.:: 1;(1.::<1r .:ost 11ctwu1k ~tJ Lidlll l: b Jtc g1 id su uctull:. We co11~iJer a griJ uf lWU dimensions as 

shown in Figure 21, but grids of higher dimensions arc also useful. Each node of the grid is connected to 

the nodes adjacent to it. Each node is also connected to a network input and a network output. Clearly, 

the cost of such a network is linear in the number of network inputs. Such a network can obviously be 

used in systems that support computations on grid structured data such that the computation on a given 

grid clement involves only the adjacent grid clcment'l. 

Another linear cost network structure is the tree strncture. In such a structure, the nodes arc 

connected in a tree as shown in Figure 24. The inputs and outputs of the network can be connected in at 

least two possible ways. One way is to connect each node of the network to a network input and a 

network output. Another is to connect only the leaf nodes to the network inputs and outputs. In the 

discussion below, we assume that each node of the network is connected to a network input and a 

network output. 

A tree network can be used to support applications. such as divide and conquer algorithms, that 

require hierarchical communication patterns. A tree network can simultaneously support communication 
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Fig. 23. Grid Structure 

( (- ---\,~\ 
I 
i 

* t--------<E------

between the PC's in each pair of adjacent leaf PC's. Thus, it can support a high total bandwidth for such 

communication. 11ut the network has half that bandwidth for supporting communication that must go 

Lhrough the PC's of the second stage from the leaves. In general, if for some i Lhe network has some 

bandwidth for packets that must go through the i th stage then it has half that bandwidth for packets that 

must go through the i +1st stage. Thus, the tree network can be used to support some systems that 

require hierarchical communication. For example. the network can obviously be used in a tree structured 

system where each module is the root of a subtree of modules that it controls and where each module 

requires the same communication bandwidth. 
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Fig. 24. Tree Structure 
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]. Design of Hou ting Networks Considering the Cost of Wires 

3. J Introduction 

In this chapter. we examine the changes tJiat will probably occur in integrated circuit technology in 

t11c next five to ten years. and examine the design of routing networks assuming such changes. We refer 

to the resulting technology as very large scale integration (VLSI). 

In the next five to ten years, we expect several improvements in integrated circuit technology. We 

expect a reduction in t11c width of wires and t11c size of transistors. The minimum width of wires may 

shrink to roughly 1/(2)112 to 1/(2.4) of its present value. The area required at the end of t11is period to 

implement a circuit may be 112 to 1/6 of the area required at present to implement the circuit. We 

expect the speed of on-chip circuits to mcrcasc to roughly two to four times their present speed. We also 

expect that by t11c end of t11is period the use of multiple layers of metal will be common. 

While we expect features on a chip to become smaller and the complexity of on-chip circuits to 

increase, we do not expect the overall physical size of the chips to increase drastically in this period. 

The improvements in integrated circuit technology will allow a large number of network nodes to 

be placed on a single chip. As a result, the wires interconnecting the nodes will be on-chip wires. Since 

the chip area required to implement an on-chip wire is proportional to its length, the length of wires in a 

network subsection will be an important factor in the chip area required to implement t11e subsection. 

However, it appears that for the next five to ten years it will still be possible to dri\e even very long 

wires quickly by choosing drivers of tJ1e appropriate size. The capacitrnce to the substrate per square 

micron of metal will increase as the t11ickness of t11e oxide layers decreases. We expect that t11e width of 

wires will in general decrease and that the area of a given length of wire will decrease. The combination 

of increasing capacitmce per unit area and decreasing area may cause t11e capacitance of a given length of 
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wire to remain roughly constant. /\ long wire with a large capacitance can be driven quickly if a large 

driver capable nf driving a large amount of current is used. Presently, even a cross chip wire can be 

driven in time comparable to the Jelay of about ten logic stages by using a transistor whose area is a few 

times that of a minimum si1e transistor. It is not clear exactly how the area required to implement a high 

current transistor will change as technology changes. The current driving capacity of a transistor is 

inversely proportional to the resistance of its channel. The transistor channel resistance for a particular 

ratio of length to width may increase. Out since the minimum channel length will decrease, the minimum 

area for a transistor with a certain current driving capacity may decrease. It seems likely that for the next 

five to ten years it will still be possible to drive a very long wire in reasonable time with a transistor that is 

quite small in comparison to the area of the wire. 

implement network structures in VLSI. We expect that the dominant component of the total area 

required to implement a network in VLSI will be the area required to implement its wires. The features 

of the wires of the model correspond to what we have assumed above will be the primary characteristics 

of wires in VLSI. The wires of the model require an area proportional to their length. They have no 

propagation time. /\.signal can be asserted on a wire of the model in unit time. 

We then examine in this model of technology the design of networks for uniform communication 

applications. We examine in the VLSI model the fundamental cost of a single chip network to support a 

certain level of performance for uniform communicalion applications. We examine a few strnctures that 

seem appropriate for implementing a single chip uniform communication network in VLSI. These 

structures include a crossbar structure, and an indirect n-cube structure. We discuss a technique for 

interconnecting single chip networks to form larger networks. 

We also briefly examine networks for localized communication applications. We examine a few 

example network structures and describe the communication patterns that they can support. 
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J.2 VLSI '.\loclcl 

The model presented here is for the most part the model suggested by TIHm1pson [25]. The items 

implemented on the chip c<1n be broken into two primary types. processing centers (PC's) and wires. All 

processing occurs at the PC's. Transmission of information among the PC's is performed using the wires. 

All switching functions arc performed by the PC's. 

It should be noted that the concept of unit time that we use in the VLSI model is different from the 

concept of unit time that we used in the previous chapter. In the previous chapter, a unit of time was the 

time required to transfer a single packet on a link. In the VLSI model, a unit of time is tl1e time required 

to transfer a single bit of information on a wire. 

Each wire interconnects some number of PC's. A wire has unit width, and a signal (one bit of 

information) may be a~serted on the entire length of a wire in unit time. The model characterizes a wire 

as a lumped capacitive and resistive load with a rise time but with no propagation time. The model allows 

multiple connections to a single wire. It should be noted that tl1e area charged in the model for such 

connections may be too small. The primary reason for this comes from tl1e fact that the model assumes 

that in a VLSI implementation tl1C total area required for all of the drivers of a wire is comparable to, or is 

less than, the area of a wire. In the case of a wire with only one or two drivers, the area required to 

implement tl1e drivers would be quite small in comparison to the area of the wire. However, in tl1e case 

of a wire with a number of drivers proportional to its length, it is likely that the total area required to 

implement tl1e drivers would be at least of tl1e same order as the area oftl1e wire. Thus, tl1is model can be 

used to obtain lower bounds on the area required to implement a circuit, but the area required for wire 

drivers must be considered carefully in the actual implementation of any circuit requiring a large number 

of connections to a single wire. 
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F:1ch PC (procc~sing cc11tcr) is rnn11cctc0 to some number of wire~. 111 this model, we assume that a 

PC is square and that the area rcqui1-cd to implement a PC is at least as great as 11
2 where /1 is the number 

of wires connected to the center. This area is of the sa111c order as that required to construct a co111plcte 

cross point switch for switching among the wires. If a center docs not need such a powerful switchi11g 

capability, it should be decomposed into smaller centers. We also assume that information can not pass 

through a node in less than one unit of time. 

We assume that each piece of input data is available on-chip from a specialized input PC and that 

each piece of output data need only be delivered to an on-chip output PC. We have chosen to separate 

this model from the problem of getting information into and out of a chip. The input and output capacity 

of VLSI chips depends critically on the technology used to package the chips. It is not presently clear 

w likli t.:1.. lti1ulugi.:s will i1e useJ d~ i.111; ~cah.: uf in tegrctLiou i11cn.:ascs. This topic <..kscrvcs fu rd1er study as 

the packaging technology advances. 

3.3 Networks for Systems with Uniform Communication 

3.3.l Wire Cost 

In this subsection, we investigate the wire area required by single chip networks cap;:iblc of high 

performance in systems with uniform communication. Tn particular, we obtain for 1 > f > 0 a lower 

bound on the area required in the VLSI model by the wires of any single chip N-input N-output routing 

network capable of supporting an J\crage throughput of JN packets per unit time when its inputs arc 

connected to the unifonn communic<ition model sources and its outputs arc connected to the non 

blocking model receivers. For this study, each model source is assumed to produce a new packet within 

one time unit of the network's acceptance of the source's previous packet. We assume that the label of 

each packet produced by a model source is independently selected, and that all of the possible destination 

labels arc equally likely. 
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Proposition. For 1>f>0. Q((f N)2) area is required in the VLSI model to implement any single chip 

N-input N-output routing network capable of supporting an average throughput or /N packets per unit 

time when its inputs arc connected to the uniform communication model sources and its outputs arc 

connected to the non blocking model receivers. 

Proof To get the desired lower bound for routing networks, we use an approach similar to that used by 

Thompson [25] for the discrete Fourier transform and by Abelson [l] for multiplication. This approach 

uses a concept called the minimum bisection width, which we will define in terms of the graph of a VLSI 

circuit. For any circuit in our VLSI model, the graph of the circuit is defined to be G = (V,E) where V 

contains a vertex for each of the PC's in the circuit, and Eis the set of all sets { x,y} such that x and y are 

contained in Vanda wire exists between the two PC's corresponding to x and y. The minimum bisection 

width of the circuit is defined to be the smallest b such that for some partition of V into H 1 and H2 with 

IIl1I s IH21SIH11+1, the deletion of b edges from E can disconnect H1 from H2. The minimum 

bisection width of a subgraph is similarly defined. If U is a subset of V for some graph G = (V,E), then 

the minimal bisection width of U in G is defined to be the smallest b such that for some partition of U 

into H1 and H2 with IH11 s IH21 s IH11 + J, the deletion of b edges from E can Jisconncct H1 from 

H2. Thompson has shown that if the minimum bisection width of some subset of the graph of a VLSI 

circuit is b, then the area required in the VLSI model for the circuit's wires and PC's is greater than b 214. 

Thus, if we can develop a lower bound on the minimum bisection width of any VLSI circuit capable of 

performing a particular function in a given period of time, we can deduce a lower bound on the area 

required by any such circuit. 

A lower bound on the minimum bisection width of any single chip VLSI implementation of any 

N-input N-output routing network with the desired characteristics can be established by examining the 

communication needs of such a network. Let us consider the graph, G = (V,J:), of any such VI .SI 

implementation. We assume that the VLSI implemclllation has N input PC's and N output PC's. We 
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;1ssume th<1t ..:>c1ch input PC can proJuce p<1ckets <IS fosl as the network c<1n ;1ccepl lhem ;ind each output 

PC C<1n accept packets <1s fast as the network can present them. We will ex<1111ine lhe case for even N. A 

similar appro<ich can be useJ for odJ N hy ignoring one input PC and one output PC. I .cl 0 be the 

subset or V corresponding to the N output PC's. and I be the subset of V corresponding to the N input 

PC's. If the minimum bisection width ofO in G is b. then there must be a set of b edges whose removal 

would cause one half of the vertices in 0 to be disconnected from the other half. I .ct o1 and o2 be the 

two disconnccteJ subsets of 0 that would result from the bisection where IO 11 = !021. Let I 1 be the set 

of all vertices in I t11at would remain connected to any vertex in o1 after bisection, and 12 be the set of all 

vertices in I that would remain connected to any vertex in o2. I 1 and 12 must be disjoint since by 

definition the bisection disconnects o1 and o2. It follows from our previous assumption regarding the 

average throughput of the network, that in some very long period of duration T the network must be able 

to accept at least f NT packets. The characteristics of the model sources imply that the expected number 

of packets received during such a period that must be routed either from input<; in I 1 to outputs in o2 or 

from inputs in 12 to outputs in 0 1 is greater t11an or equal to f NT 12. Since each wire can transmit only 

one bit per unit time, thC'rc must be at least f N/2 wires corresponding to the edges in the bisection. 

Therefore b, the number of edges in the minimal bisection of 0 in G, must be at least /N/2. 

Based on t11csc results and Thompson's theorem it follows that the area required in t11e VLSI model 

to implement any N-input N-output routing network with tJ1c capacity to support an average throughput 

off N packets per unit time in the unifonn communication model application is Q((f N)2). In other 

words, there exists a constant c such that the area is greater than or equal to c (f N>2, 

This ends the discussion of the proposition. I 

If we make certain additional assumptions about t11e network, we can obtain a more detailed lower 

bound on the area required to implement the network in the VLSI model. In particular. if we assume 

that there arc at least p bits in each packet, and if we continue to assume t11at the VI.SI implementation 
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h<1s N input PC's anJ N output PC's. then we can ~how that Q((p / N )2) area is required in the VI ,SI 

model to implement the network. The argument is sin1il<1r to the one used above. 

Thus under these assumptions. p and N have the same effect on our lower bound. 

As we shall sec later, some of the networks that we present come close to this bound. In particular, 

they can support a throughput of Q(N ~ -
1 

- 1-) packets per unit time and require 0(( w N)2) area in the 
p og w 

VLSI model where p is the number of bits in each packet and w is the number of wires in each link of the 

network. Thus, the area of the networks differs from the lower bound by a factor of-1 -
1 -. This factor is og w 

a result of the fact that we assume that a network node requires log w time to receive and acknowledge a 

group of w bits where one bit comes from each of the w wires of a link. 

In considering these results, it should be remembered that the nature of the communication 

networks required for a particular system depends on the overall design of the system. One important 

issue in the design of a large system is the decomposition of the system into subsystems such tlrnt each 

subsystem can be implemented on a single chip in VLSI. A number of factors affect the decomposition 

of the system. The nature of the modules to be interconnected by a network affects the chip area 

required to implement them, and it affects the feasibility of implementing them on the same chip as the 

network. The maximum area of a chip and the maximum number of pins on a chip limit the complexity 

of and the communication bandwidth of a single chip subsystem. 

The decomposition of a system affects the characteristics of the communication networks required 

by the system and thus affects the cost of tl10sc networks. To illustrate tl1is, we consider a system with two 

possible multiple chip implementations. We refer to these two implementations as i111ple111c11tatio111 and 

i111ple111e11tatio112. i111p/c111c11tatio111 is composed of N single chip modules interconnected by w single chip 

uniform communication networks. In i111p/e111e11tatio111. we assume that each of the single chip modules 

has w inputs of one wire each and w outputs of one wire c;1ch, and we assume that each of the networks 
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has N inputs of one wire each and N outputs of one wire each. i111plc111e11/atio112 is composed of N single 

chip modules interconnected by a single uniform communication network. ln i111p!e111c111a1io112, we 

assume that each of the single chip modules has one input of w wires and one output of w wires, and we 

assume that the network has N inputs of IV wires each and N outputs of w wires each. The lower bounds 

above suggest that a N-input N-output unifmm communication network with w-wirc data paths requires 

more area in the VLSI model than a N-input N-output uniform communication network with single wire 

data paths. In particular, a network with w-wire data paths requires IV
2 times as much area as a network 

with single wire data paths. Thus, the total area in the VLSI model required for the networks of 

illlplementation1 is less than the area required for the network of implementation2 by a factor of w. 

In order to further demonstrate the importance of the decomposition of a system into single chip 

implementation as implementation3. implementation3 is similar to impleme11tatio11 1 except that all of the 

components of implementation3 are placed on the same chip. l n particular, illlplementation3 is a single 

chip composed of N modules interconnected by w uniform communication networks. ln 

illlpfe111e11tatio113, each of the modules has w single wire inpul'i and w single wire outputs, and each of the 

networks has N single wire inputs and N single wire outputs. In the VLSI model, it can be shown that 

illlplementation3 requires area of the same order as the communication network of illlple111e11tation2. 

Thus, implementation3 requires w times as much chip area as that required by the networks of 

implementation1. The discrepancy is due to the fact that some of the interconnections that are 

accomplished by on chip wires in imp!cmentation3 arc accomplished by off chip wires in impleme11lation1. 

Jn particular, the connections in i111p!emenlatio113 between the modules and the networks require 

Q((N IV )
2) chip area but the corresponding connections in imple111e11tatio111 arc accomplished by off chip 

wires. 
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Thus. \H.' h<t\C shm\n th;1t the J;it<1 raths ofa single chip uniform communication network imply a 

certain luwer bound on the area required by the network in the VI .SI model. In rarticul<tr, Q((p f N)2) 

area is requircJ in the VI .SI model to implement any single chip N-input N-outpul routing network with 

an average throughput of f N p -bit packets per unit time in the uniform communication model 

application. However, in consiJering this lower bound it should be remembered that the decomposition 

of a system into single chip subsystems affects the characteristics of the networks required by the system 

and thus the cost of those networks. 

3.3.2 Network Structures 

Introduction 

A number ot strnctures exist tor smglc chip routing networks that arc capable or high pcrtbrmance 

for unifom1 communication applications. These include a simple structure similar to Lhc standard 

crossbar switch as well as the indirect n-cube structure. While the overall areas required by these 

structures in the VLSI model arc similar, many of the other characteristics of these structures differ 

greatly. For example, the N-input crossbar network uses wires with N connections, but the N-input 

indirect n-cubc network uses only wires with two connections. We examine a few network structures and 

examine the characteristics of each structure that affect its VLSI implementation. 

We assume that w-bit wide data paths arc used for each network structure. For each stmcturc, as 

we shall sec, the w width of the data paths results in a w2 factor in the area required to implement the 

strncturc. The area required for each of the network strncturcs is 0(( w N)2) where w is the number of 

wires in each link. 

Th us for each of these structures, much less area is rcq u ired in the VI ,SI model for w networks with 

single wire data paths than for a single network with w-wirc data paths. 
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( 'russbar ,\'tmcturc 

The first network structure that we cx~11ninc is similar to the stanJard crossbar switch. We describe 

the structure, discuss its complexity, and discuss two of its drawbacks. These drawbacks arc the need for 

many drivers for each long bus and the need for bus arbitration. 

J\ N-input N-output network built according to this structure is composed of N2 PC's arranged in a 

grid with an additional N input PC's and N output PC's as shown in Figure 25. Fach of the PC's in a 

given row is connected tow wires associated with that row. Similarly, each of the PC's in a given column 

is connected to w wires associated with that column. Each row of the grid is associated with one of the 

network inputs. Each column of the grid is associated with one of the network outputs. The input PC's 

Fig. 25. Crossbar Network 

outputs 
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arc connected to the network inputs. and the output PC's arc connected lo the network outputs. A packet 

entering the network is initially stored in a input PC. The destination label and data for one packet arc 

transmitted by Lhe input node across one row of t11e grid. Each PC in the grid is capable of dctennining if 

its associated output column is idle and if its associated input row is presenting data for that output 

column. In such a case, the grid PC connects t11c input row to the output column, and Lhe output PC 

copies the presented data. Once the output PC has safely stored t11e packet. t11c grid PC will terminate its 

connection, and the input PC will present its next packet. Each output PC passes t11c packets it has 

received over the network output associated with it. 

Obviously, (N2 + 2N) PC's are required for a N-input N-output network built according to this 

strncturc. Further, if the area required for each PC is independent of the size of the network, then the 

vh:rall iidWOfk la}'OUt 1..all be UO!l(; ill uh; g1iu iiil.\: td~iiiull W\: hdV\: J1;;~CLiucJ U~illg a LOllil an.:a which is 

proportional to (N w )2 where w is the number of wires in each data path. 

There arc some problems associated with the implementation of very large networks that have this 

structure. The first comes from the fact that each output column wire can be driven by any of the N PC's 

in the column. For the reasons tlrnt we discussed earlier, t11e total area required for the drivers of a 

column wire in an actual implementation may be larger than the area of the wire. The area required to 

implement a N-input N-output crossb:ir network may grow faster than N2. However in t11e technology of 

the next five to ten years. we expect that the growth will be close to N2. 

In addition. there arc problems associated with t11c control of t11c various grid PC's. Only one grid 

PC in a given column should be allowed to drive the column at a given time. One way to accomplish this 

is to view the column as a synchronous bus and to use a grant signal tlrnt is daisy chained through the 

PC's of t11c column. Unfortunately, there arc problems with t11is scheme. This scheme requires that a 

clock signal be distributed to all the PC's of the column. This scheme can only implement a fixed priority 

of input-; for the column. Furt11cr. the grant signal of t11is scheme is quite slow since it has to go through 
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the cuntrol circuitry of each of the N +I PC's of the column. In the \'l SI model. H(N) time is required 

for the grant signal to reach the lowest priority input row. This time would seem to be a serious problem 

since we would like each input row of the network to be capable of transmitting packets at a high rate. 

1-lowe\er in a real implementation, the speed of the control circuits in each PC may be much greater than 

the speed of an input row driver. For example, the grant signal may be propagated through a PC in one 

tenth of the time required for a signal to be asserted on an input row wire. For networks of the size that 

we expect in the next five years, networks with perhaps 64 to 128 bit serial inputs, the time required to 

chain a grant signal through all the PC's of a column may be comparable to the time required to send bit 

serially the destination address of a packet along an input row. In such a case, it may be feasible to 

implement a crossbar network with output columns with daisy chained control wires. 

column uses a N-input tree of arbitration units (Figure 7.6) for each column. Each arbitration unit has 

two incoming request lines from the two arbitration units below it and one incoming grant line from the 

Fig. 26. Arbitration Tree 
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arbitr;1tion unit ;1bovc it-. Wilen the ;irhitration unit receives a reque~t on either or both of its incoming 

request lines. it will produce a request on its outgoing request line. When the arbitration unit receives a 

grant. either one or both of the arbitration units below it must have a pending request. If there is only 

one pending request, then the unit returns a grant for that request. Otherwise. the unit arbitrarily chooses 

one of the requests and returns a grant for that request. A grant is removed only after its associated 

request has been removed. The N-input arbitration tree associated with a given column has an incoming 

request line from and an outgoing grant line to each of the PC's in that column. The arbitration tree 

ensures that only one PC in a column can receive a grant at a given time. Unfortunately in the VI .Sl 

model. Q(log N) time is required for the request from a PC to receive a grant from the arbitration tree. 

Since we would like each input row of the network to be capable of transmitting packets at a high rate, 

the delay of the arbitration tree would seem to be a problem. However in a real implementation, the 

speed of an arbitration unit may be much greater than the speed of an output column driver, and the total 

delay of an arbitration tree may be comparable to the delay of an output column driver. It should be 

noted that if the N PC's ofa column arc in a straight line, t.1e arbitratilln tree for the column may require 

area proportional to N(log N). ll1e best layout that we know for a crossbar network with arbitration trees 

requires Q(N2 w (log N) + N2 w 2) area in the VLSI model. 

Other techniques exist for maintaining mutual exclusion on the output columns. For example, each 

column wire can be viewed as a broadcast medium, and the mechanisms that have been developed for 

conflict resolution in broadcast networks can be applied. Mechanisms of this sort have been studied 

extensively in the literature (18]. Unfortunately, these mechanisms seem to require complex strategics for 

determining when a message should be retransmitted after a collision. Thus, these rncch;:misms seem to 

require a rather complex input PC for each input row. 

The performance of a crossbar network depends. among other things, on the technique used for 

obtaining mutual exclusion on the output links. For uniform patterns of communication the crossbar 
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network can support a throughput of Q( N ) packets per unit time where w is 
.Q..(log w) + (arbitration time) 
w 

the number of wires in each link and p is the number of hits in each packet. The denominator 

corresponds to the time required to handle a single packet, which is the time required to gain control of 

the necessary output column plus the time required to transfer the packet. We assume that log 111 time is 

required to transfer w bits through a PC where one bit comes from each of the w wires of a link. 

Indirect n-Cube Structure 

The indirect n-cubc (InC) stmcturc, which we described in the last chapter, can also be used to 

construct a single chip routing network capable of achieving high throughput in applications with 

uniform communication. This structure has a number of characteristics that make it interesting for VLSI. 

1·nc inC nc[wori< requires only two connections to each wire and thus avmds most ot' the implementation 

problems associated with the crossbar network. As we shall sec below, the area required in tl1c VLSI 

model to constmct a N-input N-output InC routing network is O((N w )2) where w is the number of wires 

in each data path. 

One possible approach for laying out a N-input N-output InC network with w width data paths in 

O((N w )2) area is shown in Figure 27. It should be noted that the figure shows the case for w equal to 

one. Layouts for w not equal to one can be obtained by replacing each wire in the figure with a group of 

w wires. A N-input network is constrnctcd from two (N/2)-input networks and N/2 two-input routers. 

We assume that at least two layers exist and thus crossovers arc possible. The first output of the first 

router is connected to the first input of t11c first component (N/2)-input network. The last output of the 

last router is connected to t11c last input of the second component (N/2)-input network. Other 

connections between router outputs and inputs to t11c component routing networks arc accomplished 

using (N-2)w vertical wires. In parlicular, the ith scl of w vertical wires connects the second output of 

t11c ( i + l )/2 router to the ( i + 1)12 inpul of the second component network if i is odd and connects the 
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first output of the ( i + 2)/2 router to the ( i + 2)/2 input of the first component network if i is even. 

Thus, the area required to implement a N-input network, A(N), is less than 2A(N/2) + c1(Nw)2 for 

some constant c1. This recurrence implies Llwt i\(N) is less than 

2c1(Nw)2 + c2N (111) 

for some constant c2. This can be verified by substituting 2c1 (N w )2 + c2 N for A(N) into the inequality 

(112) 

We get 

(113) 

or 

(114) 
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While this layout is certainly not the smallest po-;sihlc, it Joes Jemo11strate that tile lnC network can be 

implemented in O((N iv )2) area. 

It should be noted that there is an imbalance between the wires and the PC's of the lnC network. 

In the VLSI model, the lnC network requires only (N/2)(log2 N) PC's but it requires O((Nw)2) area for 

its wires. In addition, the PC's of the I nC network arc complex. Thus, it seems that most layouts for the 

InC network will not be homogeneous but will instead contain separate areas for wires and PC's. 

The throughput of indirect n-cube networks for uniform patterns of communication was discussed 

in the previous chapter. The strongest constraint that we studied in the previous chapter still allows a 

throughput of D(N) with the model of time of the previous chapter where N is the number of inputs. In 

the VLSI model, this would suggest a throughput of D( _ ,~;:v ... ,) packets per unit time where p is the 
11 \lUf> ,. I 

number of bits in a packet and w is the number of wires in a link. The -
1 

-1- factor comes from the fact 
og w 

that we assume (log w) time is required for a PC to process w bits where one bit comes from each of the 

w wires of a link. 

While N-input InC networks with w-wire data paths and N-input crossbar networks with w-wirc 

data paths both require O((N w )2) area in the VLSI model, there arc some important differences between 

the two networks. The N-input InC network has only (N/2)(log2 N) PC's, but the crossbar has (N2+2N) 

PC's. The nodes of the InC network arc more complex than the nodes of the crossbar network. Each 

node of the InC network requires a buffer on each of its inputs and requires a control circuit that is more 

complex than the control circuit of a node of the crossbar network. As a result, more area is required in 

the VLSI model to implement a node for the InC network than to implement a node for the crossbar 

network. 
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Other Nc!ivork Structures 

There may well exist structures that arc better suited for single chip high performance uniform 

communication networks than the I nC st111cturc and the crossbar structure. W c have discussed the areas 

required in the VLSI model by the crossbar network and the InC network. There arc problems with both 

the VLSI implementation of the crossbar network and the VLSI implementation of the InC network. As 

we have discussed earlier, each of the column wires of the crossbar network must be driven by a large 

number of PC's. The InC network has an imbalance between its wires and its PC's. 

We have examined two other network structures. For N-input N-output networks, these structures 

require 8(N2) PC's and have two PC's connected to each. wire. The restriction on the number of 

connections to a wire ensures that these structures do not have the problems associated with 

implementation of multiple drivers for a single wire. Further, these structures require roughly the same 

total area for PC's as they require for wires, and these structures have simple regular layouts. 

One network structure that we have examined is the forest network. The N-input forest network is 

composed of2N large trees. N of these trees arc N-output switch trees, and the other N trees arc N-input 

merge trees. A N-output switch tree is constructed from two (N/2)-output switch trees and a switch as 

shown in Figure 28. A switch is a device with one input and two outputs, and has the capacity to buffer 

some number of packets. The switch routes a packet according to the packet's destination tag. A 

two-output switch tree is simply a switch. Similarly, a N-input merge tree is constructed from two 

(N/2)-input merge trees and a merge as shown in Figure 29. i\ merge has two input-; and one output and 

some amount of internal buffering. The merge funnels all packets on its inputs to its outputs. Packets arc 

output in the order in which they arc accepted, and input<; arc examined in a round robin fashion. A 

two-input merge tree is simply a merge. 



Fig. 28. Switch Tree 
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Each input of a N·input N·output forest network is connected to the input of a separate N·output 

switch tree, and each output of the forest network is connected to the output of a N·input merge tree. For 
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each i and j such that I:$; i :$; N and I:$; j :$; N, the jth output of the switch tree ;1ssociated with the 

i th network input i-; connected to the i th input of the merge tree ;1ssoci;itcd with the j th network output. 

Thus, each switch tree sorts the packets from a given input according to their destination addresses, and 

each merge tree collects all packets destined for a given output. 

Unfortunately, we have not found a good layout for the forest network. We have found a simple 

layout, Figures 30-32, that requires 8((Nw log N)2) area in the VLSI model. We have not shown that 

this layout is the smallest possible. It should be noted that the figures show the case for w equal to one. 

Layouts for w not equal to one can be obtained by replacing each wire in the figures with a group of w 

wires. 

We have studied another network that is related to tl-ic crossbar network. We call this network the 

checkerboard network. The checkerboard network, shown in Figure 33, has a grid strncture much like 

that of the crossbar network with a row corresponding to each input and a column corresponding to each 

Fig. 30. N Input N Output Forest Network 
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Fig.JI. O,n Forest Subsection 
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output. nut unlike the crossbar network that uses one set of w wires to connect the PC's in a given row, 

the N-input checkerboard network uses N sets of w wires. (N-1) sets of w wires connect adjacent grid 

PC's in the row, and one set of w wires connects the input PC to the nearest grid PC in the row. 

Similarly, the N-input checkerboard network uses N sets of w wires to connect the PC's in a given 

column. (N-1) sets connect adjacent grid PC's in the column, and one set connects the output PC to the 

nearest grid PC in the column. Thus, each wire in the checkerboard network is connected to only two 

PC's. 

The grid PC's of the checkerboard network. unlike the grid PC's of the crossbar network, have the 

capacity to buffer some number of packets. A packet is transferred from an input to an output by passing 

it along a path of connected PC's between the two. 

The N-input checkerboard network, like the N-input crossbar network, requires (N2 + 2N) PC's, 

and can be laid out u~ing a total area which is proportional to (N w >2. 



Fig. 32. ~ 11 Forest Subsection (i::; n) 
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Although the lhroughput of the checkerboard network in uniform communication applications may 

be very good. the time required for each packet to be transmilted lhrough the network is very long. In 

particular. if the inpulS of a N·input checkerboard network arc connected to model uniform 
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Fig. JJ. Chcckcrboanl Network 

outputs 

communication sources, then the expected number of PCs in the path through the network taken by a 

randomly arrivi11g puck ct must be Q(N). This implies that the average delay for a packet is Q(N (log w )) 

units l1f time. This long average delay time is the primary weakness of the checkerboard network. 

In the technology of the next five to ten years, the checkerbo<ir<l network seems less interesting than 

the crossbar network. In this technology, it should be possible to build single chip crossbar networks and 

single chip chcckerbo<ird networks of approximately the same si7e. The two networks arc capable of 

similar throughput for unifonn communication applications, but the expected delay through the 

checkerboard network is much greater than the expected delay of the crossbar network. However, it is 

difficult to predict the changes that will occur in technology in the more distant future. Networks such as 
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the checkerhoar<l network may become more important as chip complexity increases and the t\:;1~ibility of 

the multiply <lriven wires of the crossbar network <lecreases. 

3.3.3 Multiple Chip Networks 

If the network required by a particular system can not be implemented on a single chip then, 

obviously, the network must be implemented as an interconnection of several chips. One technique for 

constructing a large composite network involves the interconnection of several single chip networks. For 

the purpose of discussion, we refer to the component single chip networks of such a composite network as 

the subnetworks of that network. The subnetworks of a composite network arc mounted on circuit 

boards and arc interconnected by board wires. Thus, the issues involved in the interconnection of the 

subnetworks of a composite network arc similar to the issues involved in the interconnection of the nodes 

of a network of the previous chapter. In particular, the length of the wires used to interconnect the 

subnetworks has less effect on the overall cost of the composite network than the number of such wires 

and the number of subnetworks. Thus, interconnection patterns similar to those used in the previous 

chapter may be appropriate for interconnecting the subnetworks of a composite network. In particular, 

an interconnection similar to the indirect n-cubc structure seems interesting. This interconnection has the 

form shown in Figure 34. If a -input a -output subnetworks arc used then the composite network 

contains loga N stages of subnetworks. For the purpose of <liscussion, we number the stages from the 

network inputs to the network outputs with the stage connected to the network inputs being the zeroth 

stage. The ith stage is divided into a i groups of subnetworks. Each group of the ith stage has a 

associated groups in the ( i + l)st stage. The j th output of each subnetwork of a group of the i th stage is 

connected to the jth associated group of the ( i + l)st stage. 

If a composite network is constructed from single chip indirect n-cubc networks in the manner 

described in the previous paragraph then the composite network is an indirect n-cubc network. If a 

composite network is constructed from single chip crossbar networks in the manner described in the 
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previous paragraph then we expect the average throughput of the composite network to be at least as 

large as that of an indirect n-cube network of the same size. 
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J.-t Networks for Systems with Localized Communication 

~!any locali1cd communication patterns can be supported by networks in VI.SI that arc 

substantially cheaper th;m a uniform communication network. However. the design of networks in VLSI 

for localized patterns of communication must take careful consideration of the cost of wires. In the 

technologies of the previous chapter. we determine the cost of a network by considering the number of 

wires, and the number and size of nodes of the network. In VLSI, the length of each wire must also be 

considered. If each source module of a system generates packets for only a constant number of 

destinations then the communication requ ircments of the system can be supported in the technologies of 

the previous chapter by a linear cost network. However, many such systems require networks with 

greater than linear cost in VLSI. For example, the "perfect shuffie" pattern [24] can be implemented 

[13]. 

In this section, we describe two obvious but important networks that can be implemented in VLSI 

in area proportional to their number of inputs. While we do not examine these networks in great detail, 

we do discuss some of the issues involved in their VLSI implementation. 

The first of these networks is the grid network. We consider two dimensional grids as shown in 

Figure 35. Each grid PC is connected to the grid PC's adjacent to it. lf each grid PC is connected to a 

network input and a network output then the number of PC's is obviously linear in the number of 

network inputs and outputs. The area required to implement the wires that interconnect a given PC to 

PC's adjacent to it is proportional to the area of the PC. Thus. the total area required for the wires of a 

grid network is linear in the number of network inputs. 

In VLSI. one of the biggest issues in the implementation oflinear cost networks in general and grid 

structured networks in particular may be the constraint placed by the limited number of input and output 
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Fig. JS. Grid Network 

> 

connections to a chip. Presently, chips with 64 connections arc commonly available. In the next five to 

ten years, pacbging technologies capable of handling chips with 100 to 200 connections should be 

common. However, it will probubly be possible to implement a grid network with several thousand PC's 

on a single chip. This suggests that if a system of modules interconnected by a grid structured network is 

to be implemented in VLSI, it may be better to place some of the modules and a portion of the network 

on each chip than to place the modules and t11c network on separate chips. ff some number of t11e 

modules and the portion of the grid network required to interconnect t11cm arc placed on a chip then the 

input and output requirements of t11e chip may be modest. The only signal wires that need to go off of 

the chip arc t11osc wires t11at connect the grid of the chip to the grids of other chips. These wires connect 

to the PC's along the perimeter of the grid of the chip. 
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The second nctv.ork th:it we consider is the tree network. In such a network. the PC's of the 

network arc connected in a tree as shown in Figure 36. The inputs and outputs or the network can be 

connected in at least two possible ways. One wcty is to cu1111ect each PC or the network to a network input 

and a network output. Another is to connect only the leaf PC's to the network inputs and outputs. 

J\ tree network can be implemented in a small area in VLSI. J\ tree network can be laid out in 

O(N) area as shown in Figure 37. But there arc some problems caused by the limited number of 

connections that can be made to a chip. J\s was the case for the grid network. it may be possible in VI.SI 

to implement on a single chip a tree network with a large number of PC's but such an implementation 

could not have an off chip connection for each PC. This suggests that each chip in the VLSI 

implementation of a large tree structured system should con-tain both a portion of the network and the 

perimeter PC's represent only a small fraction of the PCs of the network, the leaf PCs of a tree network 

Fig. 36. Tree Network 
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represent over half of the PC's of that network. Thus, while it may be possible on a single chip to 

implement a tree structured subsystem with a large number of very small modules, it is probably not 

possible to make an off chip connection for each leaf module of such a subsystem. As a result it may be 

difficult to decompose a large tree structured system of very small modules into subsystems such that 

each subsystem requires the area of one chip and such that no subsystem requires more connections than 

the number of connections that can be made to a single chip. However, in the technology of the next five 

to ten years this may be a problem only for systems with very small modules. Unlet.s the modules of a 

system arc very small, it is likely that only a few dozen of the modules fit on a single chip and it should be 

pussible to provide an off chip connection for each module of each chip. 
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4. Conclusion 

4.1 Summary 

In this thesis we examined the design of routing networks under two different sets of assumptions 

about the implementation technology. One set corresponds to present (1984) technology where only a 

small number of nodes can be implemented on a single integrated circuit. The other set corresponds to a 

VLSI technology where a large number of network nodes can be implemented on a single integrated 

circuit. 

In present technology, we examined the design of routing networks fur systems with uniform 

communication and we briefly examined the design of routing networks for systems with a few particular 

patterns of localized communication. 

We showed that Q(N log N) nodes arc required by any N-input N-output network capable of 

supporting an average throughput of Q(N) packets per unit time for our model of unifonn 

communication. 

We studied in dctJil one particular routing network. the indirect n-cubc routing network, which 

seems well suited for uniform communication and requires O(N log N) nodes. We examined certain 

important characteristics of the operation of very large indirect n-cube networks and the effect of these 

characteristics on network performance. 

We examined the buffering of packets in front of a slow router. Such buffering involves a tree of 

routers in front of the slow router. Our model suggests that expected number of packets buffered in front 
IN 

of Lhe slow router is greater than 2 (2( OUT- IN )(IJ + l) - 2
) - 1 where IN is the rate at which packets arc 

generated on each network input, /J is the size of the buffer on each input of each network node. and 

OUT is the rate at which the slow router can accept packets. 
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We e.x<1mined Lhe c!kct that congestion in routers uf'a gi\en stage of' an indirect n-cuhc network has 

on the network's performance. We chose to study the effect of congestion in routers of the last stage since 

analysis of the last sl1ge is sornc\\hat easier than analysis of other stages. We examined the buffering 

caused by such congestion and the effect of such buffering on network throughput. Our study suggests 

that congestion in a single stage of routers docs not place a severe constraint on the throughput of the 

network. Our study suggests that this type of congestion still allows the normalized throughput of the 

network (the total throughput of the network divided by the number of network inputs) to approach a 

non zero constant as the size of the network goes to infinity, and that even for modest buffer size this 

constant is not significantly less than the normalized throughput of a two-input two-output network. 

We examined the effect of the interaction of routers of different stnges on network performance. 

tree of the network. 

We studied the intcr.iction of routers along a network path primarily by simulating a model of a 

network path. Our model reflects the interaction of routers along a randomly selected network path while 

ignoring the interaction between a router on the path and any router not on the path. Our study suggests 

a limit on Ll1c input rate of a randomly selected network path and thus implies a limit on the overall 

throughput of the network. 'mis limit on network throughput is stronger than any of the other limit-; 

studied. However, this Jim it still allows normalized throughput to apprnach a non zero constant as 

network size approaches infinity. 

We examined the interaction of routers in a tree of the network. We examined one particular type 

of interaction that occurs in trees of modest size, trees of less than 10 stages. Our study indicates that this 

type of interaction docs not have an important effect on the overall through put of the network but it docs 

cause a few of the routers connected to the network inputs to be slow fix a long period of time. For 

example, our study suggests th;1t this type of interaction can cause the input rate for the slowest input of a 
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network with eight m nine stages to be less than Id'' ~he exreL'leJ i11pul r;ite for ;1 r:111domly selected 

input for a period of forty units of time. 

We also briefly considered a factor that has an influence on the speed of the slow inputs of very 

large networks. This factor causes the slowest input router to require n(-
1 

_n_) time to accept 311 packets 
og n 

where H is the bu ff er size and n is the depth of the network. 

In summary, our work indicates that for present technology the indirect n-cube network is a good 

network for handling uniform communication. The strongest constraint on throughput that we studied 

still allows throughput to grow linearly with network size. However, our study also indicates that even in 

indirect n-cube networks of modest size some of the network inputs can be slow for a long period of time. 

We briefly examined one obvious family of networks that arc appropriate in present technology for 

some important localized communication patterns. This family includes grid strnctured networks and 

tree structured networks. 

We also briefly examined the design of routing networks in VLSI. We described a model of VLSl 

based on assumptions about the characteristics of VLSI. The model reflects the fact that in VLSI the cost 

of a wire is proportional to its length. 

We examined the design of uniform communication networks in VLSL We showed that Q((JN)2) 

area is required in the VLSI model to implement any single chip N-input N-output routing network 

capable of supporting an average throughput off N pilckcts per unit time for our model of uniform 

communication. We examined a few structures that arc appropriate for implementing a single chip 

uniform communication network. These included a crossbar strncture and an indirect n-cube structure. 

The crossbar network is probably the most attractive since it has a simple regular layout. However, the 

crossbar network requires long buses with a large number of drivers that must be arbitrated. The indirect 
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n-cubc nctwmk docs not require multiply driven buses. but it docs require more complex network nodes 

and may require a more complex layout. We discussed a technique for interconnecting such single chip 

networks to form larger uniform communication networks. 

We briefly examined the design in VLSI of networks for localized patterns of communication. We 

discussed the fact that some networks that can be implemented in present technology with a number of 

nodes proportional to their number of inputs require greater than linear wire cost in the VLSI model. We 

discussed two obvious but important networks that can be implemented in VLSI in area proportional to 

their number of inputs, the grid network and the tree network. We discussed the pin out problems of 

both networks for very dense VLSI. We concluded that in very dense VLSI the processing modules of a 

system using either network should be placed on the same chips as the modules of the network. 

4.2 Suggestions for Further Work 

There arc many areas where further work could be done. Some of these arc discussed below. 

There arc interesting open questions concerning the performance of large indirect n-cubc networks 

for unifonn communication. The strongest constraint that we studied still allows the throughput of an 

indirect n-cubc network for our model of unifonn communication to grow linearly with the size of the 

network. However, we did not prove such a linear growth. Such a proof appears to be difficult. It may 

be possible to obtain a proof if additional constraints arc placed on the opcntion of the network. As was 

discussed in 2.2.3.l, an approach similar to Pippcnger's may be effective. 

Clearly, more work can be done on the design of routing networks in present technology for 

localized patterns of communication. There arc of course a wide variety of localized patterns of 

communication and it is probably not useful to try to examine all possible patterns. However, there may 

be interesting families of communication patterns that can be efficiently supported by families of 
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nctworb. hir c.x<implc, there may be <in interc~ling family of com111unie<1tion patterns that can be 

supported by the fomily of networks described below. Fach network of Lhe family corresponds to a tree 

network of the same si1e. As is shown in Figure J8, the network has c links for each link of the tree 

network and a Jc x Jc subnetwork for each node of the tree network where c is a constant. The 

subnetwork is some type of Jc -input Jc -output routing network. Different members of the family have 

different values of c. ;\ network of this family may be able to handle c times as much traffic between 

distant nodes as the corresponding tree network. Other families of networks related to the tree network 

may be able to support interesting families of communication patterns. For example, Leiserson [17] has 

studied a more sophisticated family of networks called fat trees that seems to be able to support a wide 

class of communication patterns. 

Similarly, iTil1iC i-Hiik Lan be <ll)11t: u11 tll..:: J1:~ig11 ufsingk cliip ruutiug 11eLwu1b ill 'v'LSI. h wuuiJ 

seem that low level implementation issues will continue for some time to be important in the design of 

Fig. 38. N ctree 
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single chip routing networks. Thus. a more dctdikd luok ;1t the i111plc111c11tation of crosshar networks. 

indirect n-rnbe networks. and other potential networks is needed. In order to fairly ev;iluate data path 

sizes f'or the crossbar network and the indirect n-cubc network. and arbitration schemes for the crossbar 

network, it may be useful to examine tentative chip layout<>. 

One important issue that has not been considered in this thesis is the issue of real time fault 

detection and fault masking in routing networks. Some related work has been done elsewhere [2, 19], but 

more is needed. Detection of some faults can be accor.iplished by schemes that use check fields in each 

packet. Some types of fault masking can be accomplished if multiple paths exist between each source and 

each destination. Such paths can easily be introduced in a network such as the indirect n-cube network 

by adding one or more additional stages. 
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